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Abstract
In this thesis, we propose a method to generate ground truth data sets to evaluate intrinsic
image algorithms for shadow detection. We consider real objects in a precise geographical
location, date and time at the moment of acquiring an image. First, we recorded images for
long intervals of time, such as weeks. Then, we projected the real scenario into a rendering
software with the purpose of simulate changes in the sun position based on the information
of the real scenario. The advantage of the simulation is that we can obtain ground truth
images of shadows automatically, avoiding the tedious effort of manual annotation. In
our model, we detect the shadows cast by buildings, streets lamps, traffic signs, trees,
bushes, among others static objects in the scene, when the main source of light is the
sun. The proposed solution consists of two main stages: (i) Generate ground truth images
of shadows using a rendering tool; and (ii) evaluate the performance of several shadow
detection algorithms. To validate the sequences in the first stage, we calibrate the camera
and compute the undistorted images that are used to assess qualitative and quantitative the
performance of the synthetic sequence. In the second stage, we consider several algorithms
based on the concept of intrinsic images. These algorithms can derived an image in several
components such as range, orientation, reflectance, and incident illumination. The intrinsic
image decomposition is used because the majority of the shadow information appears in the
illumination component. Thus, instead of applying a method to detect shadows in the color
input image, we propose to detect the shadows after the illumination component is derived.
Finally, we demonstrate that the methodology to generate ground truth automatically,
outperforms the problem of manual annotation required to evaluate the performance of the
shadow detection algorithms.

1

Resumen
En esta tesis se propone un método para generar datos de comparación validados, y que
son empleados para comparar diferentes algoritmos de detección de sombras, basados en
el concepto de descomposición intrinsica de imágenes. En nuestra investigación, se han
considerado objetos reales en una ubicación geográfica precisa, junto con la fecha y la
hora al momento de la acquisición de las imágenes. Primero, hemos grabado imágenes
por largos intervalos de tiempo (semanas); luego, se emplea una proyección del escenario
real en un software trazador de rayos con el fin de simular los cambios en la posición
del sol, y generar los efectos de sombras utilizando la información obtenida del escenario
real. La ventaja de la simulación, es que se pueden obtener imágenes de validación de
sombras en forma automática, evitando el tedioso esfuerzo de la anotación manual. En
nuestro modelo, se detectan las sombras proyectadas por edificios, lámparas de las calles,
señales de tráfico, árboles, arbustos, entre otros objetos estáticos que aparecen en la escena,
cuando la principal fuente de luz es el sol. La solución propuesta consiste en dos principales
etapas: (i) Generar imágenes de comparación validadas utilizando un software trazador de
rayos; y (ii) evaluar el desempeño de varios algoritmos de detección de sombras basados
en la derivación de componentes intrı́nsecas de reflectancia e iluminación. Para validar
las secuencias generadas en la primera etapa, se realiza un procedimiento de calibración
de cámara y se calculan las imágenes sin distorsión, las cuales son utilizadas para evaluar
cualitativa y cuantitativamente la calidad de las secuencias generadas. En la segunda etapa,
se consideran varios algoritmos basados en el concepto de descomposición de imágenes
intrı́nsecas. Estos algoritmos permiten expresar una imagen en otras componentes tales
como el rango, la orientación, la reflectancia y la iluminación incidente. La descomposición
en las componentes intrı́nsecas se emplea porque la mayorı́a de la información de sombra
aparece en la componente de iluminación. Ası́, en lugar de aplicar un método para detectar
sombras en la imagen de color de entrada, se propone detectar las sombras después de que la
componente de iluminación es derivada. Finalmente, se demuestra que la metodologı́a para
generar imágenes de comparación validadas de sombras proyectadas por objetos estáticos en
exteriores, es más eficiente que la anotación manual requerida para evaluar el rendimiento
de los algoritmos de detección de sombras.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The development of better and cheaper digital sensors to capture information from a given
scene, and its inclusion into cameras, smart-phones, and video game consoles, have motivated a lot of work in the development of computer vision algorithms that deal with
automatic scene analysis problems.
In the field of computer vision, one fundamental problem is the detection of shadows.
It is well known that in some applications such as tracking, or object detection [1], the
presence of shadows becomes a nuisance that is necessary to deal with. As a consequence,
a preliminary stage in many of these computer vision algorithms is to attenuate the effects
caused by shadows. Let us consider as example, the scene illustrated in Figure 1.1. Particularly, it is possible to notice that the region of the shadow cast by the pedestrian (red
pixels), and the region of the pedestrian (blue pixels), have similar color and intensity values
(the average intensity in the red and blue regions are 43 and 49 respectively). Thus, this
problem should be addressed by moving object detection and object recognition algorithms
to improve the performance of the task.

Figure 1.1: An image example where the shadow cast by a pedestrian should be detected
by a tracking or recognition algorithm.

5
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In this thesis, we focus our attention on the development of a methodology to facilitate
the automatical detection of shadows cast by static objects in outdoors. We considered the
intrinsic image algorithms as a possible solution to detect the shadows cast by static objects
in outdoors. The intrinsic image algorithms are based on the idea that an input image can
be expressed in terms of information, such as reflectance, illumination, specularities, among
others. Particularly, the majority of the shadow information is presented in the illumination component. Thus, we propose to detect the shadow information in the illumination
image. However, to evaluate the performance of these methods to detect shadows cast
by static objects in outdoors, ground truth information is required. Traditionally ground
truth information is obtained manually to evaluate the performance of the algorithms. The
main problem with manual annotation is that the labeling process should be achieved at
pixel level, and in general, this is a difficult task for humans because we cannot established
exactly the changes in the intensity across edges. In addition, the number of shadows that
could appear in an outdoors scene is large, thus, the required time to do the manual annotation may be large. To avoid this tedious effort, we introduce the use of synthetic images
for which ground truth can be automatically generated. Furthermore and for convenience,
we analyze the problem of the detection of shadows cast by static objects in outdoors for
extended periods of time (days, weeks), because typically, there is a pattern in the effect
that produces the shadows day by day.

1.1

Motivation

The human visual system covers a wide range of competencies including eye-teaming, focusing, eye movement, information processing and intertwining vision with other senses to
create a model of the world. Despite its very high complexity, we are unaware of these
functions most of the time. Furthermore, researchers still do not fully understand how the
human visual system processes and understands complex images [2]. However, the computer vision research community devotes its efforts to create computational models that
are able to analyze and understand the objects present in a scene. Despite of significant
progress made, the best systems are still far away from achieving the robustness of human
level performance [3, 4, 5].
Shadows exists in basically every computer vision application, where they affect very
frequently the accuracy of algorithms for object segmentation [6, 7], recognition [8], and
tracking [9, 10, 11]. The main problem is that their existence may alter our interpretation
of the scene, making our models drift, sometimes up to the point of failure. Consequently, it
may be desirable to detect them and to attenuate as much as possible their negative effects
[12, 13]. However, in other contexts, shadows are a positive presence as they may be useful
to obtain information about the geometry and shape of the objects that occluded direct
rays coming from the light source and generated the shadow effect [14], or to obtain 3D information for scene reconstruction [15, 16]. In outdoors, shadows give us information about
the position of the sun. In other cases, the realism of synthetic images is assessed based on
the quality of the shadows generated [17]. In photography and aerial or satellite mapping of
cities, shadows have motivated the idea of obtaining excellent quality of shadow-free images
[4, 18].

1.1. MOTIVATION
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Despite of the fact that there are several methods to detect shadows [19], the problem
of shadow detection cast by static objects in outdoors has not received too much attention,
accordantly to the analysis done of the state-of-the-art. As an example, let us consider
a scenario where shadows cast by static objects represent a problem for moving object
detection algorithms (Fig. 1.2). The scene corresponds a traffic way intersection with
flow to the north, south, east and west direction. The four images, represent different
illumination conditions according to the time. Actually, the shadow effect appears due to
the sun position at a given time of observation. We can notice that in the regions inside
the red squares, the intensity of the shadows is too similar to some cars. Additionally, due
to the fact that shadows move too fast at dawn or dusk, the performance of the detection
of the foreground may be decreased, because some information about the shadows may be
appear in the foreground.

Figure 1.2: Examples of shadows cast by static objects in outdoors at different times. In
the regions inside the red squares, the intensity of the shadows is too similar to some cars,
making their detection difficult. Images from Canchola [20].
However, we noticed that the concept introduced by Barrow and Tenenbaum [21] can
be used as a previous stage to split the input images into intrinsic components. Barrow and
Tenenbaum formulation describes an image decomposition in terms of characteristics such
as range, orientation, reflectance, and incident illumination. Furthermore, Weiss [22], and
Matsushita et al. [23] proposed methods to derive intrinsic images based on the idea of Barrow and Tenenbaum, but considering only the illumination and the reflectance components.
The illumination component has information about the distribution of the incident light,
and accounts for some of the shading effects and shadows, because shadows also change the
color of the surface, due to the reflected ray lights that come from the surrounding objects
presented in the scene. It is worth to notice that even if the models of intrinsic images pro-
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posed by Weiss and Matsushita et al. are too constrained because only use the illumination
and the reflectance information, they represent an opportunity to detect shadows. Thus,
by using only the illumination component, it is possible to extract a shadow region from
an image. The above fact, implies that shadows cast by static objects in outdoors, may
be detected with these methods, but a qualitative and quantitative evaluation should be
considered to compare and to rank the algorithms.
In general, to achieve an evaluation of the performance of a computer vision algorithm,
it is fundamental to consider a standard data set with ground truth information. In the
case of intrinsic image methods, the ground truth data for extended periods of time (hours,
days) was not available before this thesis.

1.2

Problem Description

Computer vision is an area of knowledge where the main goal is to extract and to interpret
information from images. One relevant problem in the field is the detection of shadows. A
shadow is the result of an object obstructing a ray of light which otherwise will illuminate
a surface. In most cases, the effect is the observation of a diminishing albedo, although
note that in general other light sources, or penumbra effects, may reduce this perception.
Shadows very often are present in a scenario of study. Sometimes, shadows give us a lot
of useful information [13]. In other cases, shadows in a scene can cause algorithms to fail.
However, irrespective to the general purpose of the computer vision algorithm, in many
cases there is the need to detect shadows, and in some cases, to attenuate their effect.
Despite that there are many shadow detection methods [24], the problem of detecting
shadows cast by static objects in outdoors (such as buildings, street lamps, traffic signs,
trees, bushes, among others) has not received too much attention. In addition, the detection
of these type of shadows present unique challenges that has not been directly addressed.
On one hand, these shadows move quite slowly up to the point of being confused with
background objects. Also, day in and day out, they follow a quasi-regular pattern that
changes very little from one day to the next from a fixed camera. In principle, intrinsic
image algorithms could be used as a pre-processing step to detect these type of shadows.
However, a systematically qualitative and quantitative evaluation of these methods based
on a standardized data set with ground truth information is still missing in the literature
and is the focus of this document.

1.3. PROPOSED SOLUTION

1.2.1
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Objectives

The general objective of this research is to propose a methodology to facilitate the development of algorithms aiming to detect shadows cast by static objects in outdoors.
In order to accomplish its main goal, this thesis pursue two specific objectives:
1. To generate extended sets, possibly covering days, of real and synthetic ground truth
images.
2. To test qualitative and quantitatively the performance of the several intrinsic image
algorithms, fine tuned to detect shadows cast by static objects in outdoors.

1.2.2

Hypothesis

It is possible to evaluate qualitatively and quantitatively several intrinsic image algorithms
to detect the shadows cast by static objects in outdoors, using real and synthetic standardized data sets with ground truth information.

1.3

Proposed Solution

In this thesis, we propose the automatic generation of ground truth data sets to evaluate
the performance of algorithms for studying the problem of shadow detection in outdoors.
Particularly, we propose two stages to deal with the research problem: (i) Generate ground
truth images of shadows, and (ii) evaluate the performance of several shadow detection
algorithms. The flow of information is illustrated in Figure 1.3.
 Synthetic Image Generation: In this stage, we generate automatically ground truth
images of shadows cast by static objects in outdoors. We measure the longitude, latitude, and elevation of the scenario to render the synthetic one with similar features.
The real images Rk are used to get information about the shape, color and location
of the objects. In addition, the camera with its intrinsic and extrinsic parameters is
setup in the rendering tool. To create the effect of shadows, a single light source is
considered. Then, the position of the light source is changed accordantly to the parameters previously computed about the sun position at a given geographical position,
date and time. The synthetic sequence Sk with ground truth information of shadows
at a given time is obtained by using two rendered images, one with the information
about the shadows, and the another one without it.
 Validate the Images: In this stage, we designed an experiment with a simplified scenario, where a geometrical object is included. Then, we calibrate the camera, and
its intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are computed. Moreover, we manually annotated the shadow region in some images to get the ground truth. This ground truth
sequence Vk is used to evaluate qualitative and quantitatively the synthetic images.
 Shadow Detection Algorithm: In this stage, we used several intrinsic image algorithms
to compute the reflectance and the illumination components of the real input images

10
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Figure 1.3: Information flow for the generation of ground truth data and the evaluation
of its quality for the detection of shadows in outdoors using a handful of intrinsic images
based algorithms. This diagram is explained in detail in section 1.3
captured by the camera Rk , and the synthetic Vk sequences. Then, the intensity of
the illumination component is used to get automatically a threshold to segment the
shadow region. This method is applied not only to the real sequence, but also to the
synthetic one. As a result, shadow information is obtained for both, the real Rs , and
the synthetic Vk sequences.

 Qualitative and Quantitative Evaluation: To achieve the evaluation of the shadow
detection algorithms, two analysis are done: Qualitative and quantitative. In our
evaluation strategy, we used for convenience the real sequence Rs to analyze the
qualitatively the algorithms to detect shadows, while the synthetic sequence Vs is
used to evaluate quantitatively the performance of the methods.
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Contribution

Although shadows have been studied extensively in computer vision, only two main paradigms have been considered: Detection of shadows cast by moving objects [1] and the
detection of shadows in a single image [25]. In contrast to the above frameworks, and with
the purpose of making a significant contribution to the state-of-the-art, in this thesis we
propose to apply and evaluate intrinsic image algorithms to detect the shadows cast by
static objects in outdoors, using real and synthetic ground truth data sets. Particularly,
the contributions that have been derived from this work are:
 A methodology to simulate in a virtual environment real scenarios located in a specific
geographical area with high precision.
 A methodology to generate synthetic sequences to study the shadows cast by static
objects in outdoors.
 A systematic evaluation of several intrinsic image algorithms to detect shadows cast
by static objects in outdoors.

1.5

Thesis Structure

This document is organized in six chapters. The first one deals with the motivation and
problem description of the detection of shadows cast by static objects in outdoors. Additionally, the objectives that pursue this thesis together with the proposed solution are
also presented. Chapter 2 presents shadows in a general context such as what are shadows,
how they appear in images, and what is peculiar to them. Chapter 3 describes the stateof-the-art in shadow detection algorithms, ground truth generation, and intrinsic image
algorithms. This includes the discussion of methods where static shadows (aerial, satellite
and outdoor applications), and moving shadows (in tracking applications) are detected. In
Chapter 4, we present the real and the synthetic data sets used. The real data set consists
of two sequences. The first one was acquired from the top of a building with the purpose
of analyzing the behavior of the shadows cast by static objects as the time passes by, and
another with the objective of measuring the performance of the intrinsic image algorithms.
The synthetic data set consists of three sequences: One with a typical urban infrastructure
scenario that includes static objects such as buildings, towers, trees, and bushes among
others; and two other synthetic sequences with a single object (a tree and a cylinder). In
Chapter 5, we present the intrinsic image derivation algorithms that describe an image decomposition in terms of characteristics such as range, orientation, reflectance, and incident
illumination. Additionally, we describe how they could in principle be used to detect shadows cast by static objects in outdoors. In Chapter 6, we present results of the quantitative
and qualitative evaluation of the rendering process, and the performance of several intrinsic
image algorithms to detect shadows cast by static objects in outdoors are presented. In the
last chapter, a conclusion and our plans for future research are described.
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Chapter 2

Shadows
An important aspect in the development of a methodology to facilitate the improvement of
algorithms aiming to detect shadows cast by static objects in outdoors is the understanding
of what shadows are, or how they appear in images, and what is peculiar about them. In
fact, shadows do not exist by themselves. Unfortunately, shadows are created by a complex
phenomenon that is difficult to model. In outdoors, shadows depend on several factors such
as the inner features of the light source, atmospheric conditions, reflection properties of the
objects, and geometry of the scene, among others.
In this chapter, we present the definition and classification of shadows. In particular,
and for convenience, we analyzed a scheme where all the elements that interact to create
shadows in outdoors are in the same context. In section 2.1, we present some shadow
cues, while in section 2.2, we describe shadow properties, considering features such as the
projection, the geometrical, and the spectral components.

2.1

What is a Shadow?

Shadows are a visual perception generated by partial or complete absence of light. In other
terms, shadows represent a reduction in the quantity of light that reaches a surface. Moreover, they are the effect of local changes in the amount of light that is reflected by a surface
toward the direction of the observer.
To understand completely the phenomenon of shadows in outdoors, let us consider the
scheme presented in Fig. 2.1. Starting from the source of light (the sun at point a), it is
well known that the radiation is not constant. For instance, Roberts and Goldstein [26]
observed that the rapid evolution of the cross helicity in the inner heliosphere is indicative
of strong in situ nonlinear dynamical processes. These processes may affect the amplitudes
of the fluctuations as well as the propagation directions of the sun’s radiation. However,
Angstrom [27] focused upon and demonstrated the fact that variations in the radiation
reaching the surface of the earth, are due to a much larger degree to the fluctuations in
the transmission power of the atmosphere than to the variations of the solar constant itself
(see region between curves b and c). Thus, even if the changes in the source of light a that
illuminate an object are due to a inner process of the sun, or due to fluctuations in the atmosphere (between b and c), one relevant conclusion is obtained: The spectral components
and the intensity of the light source are not constant over long intervals of time such as
hours, or days. In general, it is possible to say that to detect shadows in outdoors, this
13
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effect should be taken into account and isolated spectral or color models shouldn’t be use to
deal with this problem. In contrast, if a few seconds between frames are considered, large
changes in the illumination conditions are less likely to appear. This above fact, has been
used by several methods to detect moving shadows [3].

Figure 2.1: Shadows in outdoors.

To clarify the analysis, let us consider the situation illustrated in Fig. 2.1, where the
incoming light after the line c, and ambient light d generated by the troposphere (lowest
portion of Earth’s atmosphere) are constant. Those rays of light illuminate a scene where
a cylindrical object g, its shadow h, and two secondary objects: An inanimate f , and an
animate e are placed. Moreover, let’s consider two instants of time to analyze the surface at
the point h, where a shadow is presented. In the first one, the reflections coming from the
ambient light at point d, the inanimate object at point f , and the animate object at point
e, converge at point h. Under these conditions, the intensity and the color of the shadows
captured by an observer are the interaction between the summation of all reflections coming
from the c, d, e, f , and the inner properties of the surface at h, accordantly to the reflection
model described in [28]. Additionally, the color and texture of the surface at points d, e, g,
f , and h are considered as constant over time. Now, let’s suppose that in the second instant
of analysis, the conditions at points c, d, f , and g are exactly the same than in the previous
one. However, imaging that an environmental change, due for instance to the wind, modify
the location of the e to e0 . This change also alters the perception of the intensity and
color at the h. The importance of the above fact is that the color properties of the shaded
region, change even if a similar intensity is perceived by the observer. Thus, the definition
of shadows as an obstruction of direct ray lights by an object is too constrained, because the
secondary reflections also alters the perception of color. Moreover, in the previous situations
the change in the intensity and color at h, depend on a variation in the location of the e to
e0 . Furthermore, it is worth to mention that changes at h, may be perceived due to changes
in the reflectance properties of the surface at e. In particular, animated objects such as
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trees, bushes, grass, among others, modify their inner reflectance due to several natural
processes e.g., photosynthesis [29, 30]. As a consequence, the phenomenon of shadows in
outdoors is complex and the development of a method to automatically detect them is not
an easy task.

2.2

Shadow Properties

In order to develop a strategy to detect the shadows of static objects, some shadow properties are described. In this work, the relative projection between a static object and its
shadow, geometrical and spectral properties of shadows are considered. However, it is important to mention that shadows have other properties such as: Similar pattern in the
position and shape at a given time day after day, and its growing shadow according to the
sun position during day hours.

2.2.1

Projection Properties of Shadows

The projection property of shadows permits their classification in three main different
classes: self shadow, cast shadow umbra, and cast shadow penumbra. A self shadow occurs in the portion of an object which is not illuminated by direct light. A cast shadow is
the area projected by the object in the direction of direct light. For a single point source
of light only the umbra is cast. The umbra is the darkest part of the shadow and appears
when the light is completely blocked by the object. The penumbra is cast when in the scene
are presented multiple source of lights. For instance, in indoor applications where numerous
light bulbs or lamps are illuminating the object, and in outdoor scenes where the sun is
shining. The penumbra is the area in which only a portion of the light source is obscured
by the occluding object. In Fig. 2.1 the self shadow is the region between points AB and
CD; the umbra is the region between points CD and EF; and the penumbra is the region
between points EF.

2.2.2

Geometrical Properties of Shadows

In general shadows are classified into three types based on the absence of light:
 Cast shadows,
 self shadow, and
 shading.

To describe this classification of shadows, the boundaries of an object in the scene are
considered. Salvador et al. [6] presented a geometrical description of shadows based on a
shadow boundaries . Nevertheless, this representation does not integrate the umbra and
penumbra lines. In 2010, Arbel and Hagit [4] introduced a method to remove shadows. The
authors demonstrated that umbra and penumbra lines are very important to obtain a good
restored image without shadows. According to these arguments, in this thesis umbra and
penumbra lines are proposed to be incorporated into the geometrical properties of shadows
(Fig. 2.2).
Shadow lines permit to identify some geometrical features of shadows and also classify
the boundaries. Salvador et al. [6] classified shadow boundaries into four classes: Shadowmaking lines, shadow lines, occluding lines and hidden shadow lines. However, if a new
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Figure 2.2: Shadow classes based on geometrical properties. The black lines are used to
illustrate object and shadow boundaries.
shadow line is introduced to separate umbra and penumbra, a new shadow boundary class
is required. For this reason, five classes are proposed to classify shadow boundaries: shadowmaking lines, occluding lines, hidden shadow lines and shadow lines umbra and penumbra.
Shadow-defining lines, AB in Fig. 2.2, separate the illuminated surface and the nonilluminated surface of an object that is called self shadow. The projections of the shadowmaking lines in the direction of light rays are called shadow lines umbra, EF. Shadow lines
penumbra, ED, separate shadow area that appears when an object blocks direct light from a
source and the area in which only a portion of the light source is obscured by the occluding
object. Occluding lines, CD, separate an object from its cast shadow (umbra and penumbra
areas). A hidden shadow line, DF, is a shadow line umbra corresponding to a non-visible
shadow-making line.

2.2.3

Spectral Properties of Shadows

To describe the spectral properties of shadows, the physics of color generation should be
considered. The phenomenon of appearance of a surface is the result of the interaction
among illumination, surface reflectance features and the responses of a chromatic mechanism. Typically, in a color camera, the chromatic mechanism is composed of three different
color filters. However, there are other mechanisms that hold more than three single wavelengths. For instance, images acquired through a set of different interference filters which
span the visible spectrum or acousto-optic filters systems [31][32].
The Dichromatic Reflection Model [33, 34] describes the physical interaction between
illumination and object’s surface. The luminance (I(i, λ, t) in a given position i = (x, y),
wavelength λ and time t), describes the amount of light that passes through or is emitted
from a particular area, and it is define by the product between irradiance E(i, λ, t) and
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reflectance S(i, λ, t), Equ. 2.1. The irradiance is a measure of electromagnetic radiation
power per unit area at a given surface, and the reflectance describes the property that a
given surface has to reflect light. Commonly, the reflectance property of an object in a
scene does not change radically in time because it depends on shape, texture and color
object’s features. For the above, reflectance is considered as a constant parameter for the
majority of shadow detection algorithms. Therefore, the irradiance is the strong source of
illumination and depends on the ambient light, Ea (λ, t) and the direct light, EDir−lit (i, λ, t),
coming from the source multiplied by an attenuation function A(i, λ, t). Eq. 2.1 describes
this relationship:
I(i, λ, t) = E(i, λ, t)S(i, λ, t).

(2.1)

The direct light not only considers the object (Eo (i, λ, t)) but also the surface reflection
terms (Es (i, λ, t)); (EDir−lit (i, λ, t) = Eo (i, λ, t) + Es (i, λ, t)). The general expression for the
irradiance is:
E(i, λ, t) = Ea (λ, t) + (Eo (i, λ, t) + Es (i, λ, t))A(i, λ, t)

(2.2)


 1 if there is no shadow,
x ∈ (0...1) if penumbra,
A(i, λ, t) =

0 if umbra.

(2.3)

where

If the image is recorded using a linear device such as a digital camera, the value of the
sensor responses is given by:
Z Z
E(i, λ, t)S(i, λ, t)Fk (i, λ, t)τ (t − t0 ) dλ dt,

Ik (i, λ, t) = σ(i, t)
t

k ∈ {R, G, B}

(2.4)

λ

where Fk (i, λ, t) with k ∈ {R, G, B} are the spectral sensitivities of the red, green, and blue
sensors of the color imaging device. Moreover τt is the imaging device’s temporal window
positioned at time t = 0 and σ(i, t) is a constant factor which denotes the dot product of
the surface normal with the illumination direction.
If there is no object blocking the light source, the attenuation function A(i, λ, t) is equal
to 1. Then, the irradiance of an illuminated point is:
Elit (i, λ, t) = Ea (λ, t) + Eo (i, λ, t) + Es (i, λ, t).

(2.5)

The ambient illumination term considers all light rays indirectly reflected between surfaces in the environment and does not vary with geometry. Then, if an object is obstructing
the direct light only the irradiance ambient reflection term is considered and a shadow appears in the scene, i.e., A(i, λ, t) = 0. Therefore, The irradiance of a given shadow point is:
ESh (i, λ, t) = Ea (λ, t).

(2.6)
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In 2001, Finlayson and Hordley [35] suggested that the camera sensitivity function
Fk (i, λ, t) can be assumed to be a Dirac delta function with sensitivity at a given wavelength,
as follows:
Fk (i, λ, t) = δ({i, λ, t} − {i, λk , t}),

k ∈ {R, G, B}.

(2.7)

By using the Dirac delta function’s properties, (2.4) can be as:
Ik (i, λ, t) = E(i, λ, t)S(i, λ, t)τ (t − t0 ),

k ∈ {R, G, B}.

(2.8)

If two pixel vectors are compared in a given position i but with a difference of time
between them, one in shadow time Ik−Sh (i, λ, t−t0 ), and other in a lighted time Ik−lit (i, λ, t),
the following relationship is derived:
Ik−sh (i, λ, t − t0 ) < Ik−lit (i, λ, t),

k ∈ {R, G, B}.

(2.9)

Eq. (2.9), represents the most important spectral shadow’s property. Hence, the image
covered by a shadow can be modeled as:
Ak (E(i, λ, t))Ik−lit (i, λ, t) = Ik−sh (i, λ, t − t0 ),

k ∈ {R, G, B},

(2.10)

where Ak is the attenuation function of the irradiance. In order to remove a shadow area
from a given image, the attenuation function should be obtained.

2.3

Discussion

Shadows are a complex phenomenon that appears in almost every computer vision application. However, it is possible to model shadows considering some constrains such as a similar
intensity, and location.
In general, several factors such as the inner properties of the sun’s radiation, the atmospherical and meteorological conditions, the texture, color, surface, and geometry of the
scene and objects, characterize what we understand as a shadow. Typically, shadows are
defined as the absence of light that causes changes in the intensity and the color in a given
point of a surface. As discussed previously, shadows not only are due to changes in the
intensity due to the direct obstruction of ray lights. We illustrated in section 2.1, that surfaces under a shadow effect, also change the color by variations on the location of objects
and changes in the reflectance properties of objects presented in the scene.

Chapter 3

Related Work
In this chapter, we revise methods that have been proposed to deal with the problem
of shadow detection in computer vision. To clarify the revision, we split the methods
into two classes: Static shadow detection (aerial, satellite and outdoor applications), and
moving shadow detection (in tracking applications). Moreover, we revise some works on
synthetic ground truth generation and their applications to related problems. In addition,
a description of the properties of shadows such as projective, geometrical and spectral are
also included in this chapter.

3.1

Static Shadow Detection

In this section, we present the methods that have been proposed to detect shadows in static
images. The shadows may provide us with a lot of useful information about the scene,
including the shape, the relative position of the objects, as well as the features of the surfaces and light sources. For convenience, we arranged these methods based on the scene
represented in the image, into two categories: Aerial or satellite images, and outdoors applications.

3.1.1

Aerial and Satellite Images

We begin our revision considering the methods applied to detect shadows in aerial, or
satellite images. In this context, Lin and Nevatia [36], and Lin and Huertas [37] proposed
methods to recover objects’ height. In these works, the authors exploited the geometrical
relationship between shadows and urban structures. Huertas and Nevatia [38] used image
processing techniques including image smoothing, thresholding and connected region extraction to obtain shadow regions. Suzuki et al. [39] proposed a compensation method
to restore shadows. In this work, the authors used color transformation between the red,
green and blue (RGB ) values of the original image, to hue, intensity and saturation (HIS )
values. Additionally, Huang, Xie, and Tang [40] detected shadows using the fact that hue
values of shadowed image areas tend to be larger than those of these areas non-shadowed.
In their method, a thresholding technique is employed to detect shadowed areas. After
that, the Retinex technique is applied to shadowed and non-shadowed areas individually to
compensate shadows, based on the method proposed by Land and McCann [41, 42].
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In high resolution satellite images, Sarabandi et al. [43] introduced a new transformation
based on color invariant indices to detect the shadows’ boundaries. Similar to the above
method, Wang [44], and Sun et al. [45] used several different radiometric restoration techniques such as Gamma Correction [46], Linear-Correlation Correction [43], and Histogram
Matching to restore the brightness of the detected shadow area Haijan et al. [47]. In these
methods, the Retinex algorithm is also used.

3.1.2

Outdoor Applications

In outdoor applications, some methods have exploited the color properties of shadows to
detect them by simple thresholding and extracting adjacent regions. For instance, Scanlan
et al. [48] developed an algorithm that detects shadows by using a mathematical model
of the histogram. This method considers a thresholding strategy to extract the shadow
regions. In this algorithm, the main constrain is that shadows have different intensity values with a large variability. Thus, the performance on the detection should be enhanced.
Similarly, Jiang and Ward [49] proposed a method for identifying and classifying shadows in
real images based on the constrains that shadows possess in both intensity and geometry. In
their work, the authors considered that shadows appear on a flat or nearly flat non-textured
surface and that most image border pixels are on the background surface. Moreover, Jian
and Ward’s method makes the strong assumption that small occlusions appear between
shadows and objects, and the existence of a single light source which illuminates the scene.
Other authors have been exploiting the relationship between homogeneous color regions
in an image to obtain first the shadow edges and then extract the shadow area. For instance, Barnard and Finlayson [50] developed a method for identifying probable shadow
regions in an image. The method begins with a segmentation of the image into regions
of the same color. Then, the edges between the regions are analyzed with respect to the
possibility that each is due to an illumination change as opposed to a material boundary.
After that, the edge information is used to produce an estimate of the illumination field.
Other authors, such as Salvador et al. [51], proposed an algorithm based on the use of
invariant color models to obtain shadow and non-shadow edges as a first step and then
by using this information to identify shadows. Their method works under the assumption
that only one source of light illuminates the scene, and shadows and objects are within the
image. Following this idea, Gevers and Smeulders [52] proposed among the traditional color
features, normalized red, green and blue (RGB ), Kumar et al. [53], hue (H) and saturation
(S), some other invariant features to shadows and shading. The authors proposed two more
color models, namely c1c2c3 and l1l2l3. In addition, Gevers et al. [54] proposed the used
of color information to classify the physical nature of a color edge: That is whether the
transition is due to shadows, abrupt surface orientation changes, illumination, highlights or
material changes. Finlayson et al. [55] proposed a method to process a 3-band color image to segment shadows. First the authors used the color constancy pixel model proposed
by Finlayson et al. [35], to derive a 1-D illumination invariant shadow-free image. Then,
shadow edges are located by using this invariant image together with the original one. By
setting these shadow edges to zero in an edge representation, by a method of paralleling
lightness recovery, it is possible to arrive at a full color, shadow free image. Contrary to the
method proposed by Barnard et al. [50], and Salvador et al. [51], Levine and Bhattacharyya
[56] developed a strategy that requires no camera calibration or other a priori information
regarding the scene. The authors used the Support Vector Machines proposed by Hearst
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et al. [57] to identify shadow boundaries based on their properties. The boundary information is used to identify shaded regions in the image and then assign them the color of
non-shaded neighbor of the same material. Due the fact that exist many different invariant
color spaces Tsai [18] made a comparative study of luminance and chromaticity; including
hue, saturation, intensity (HSI ); hue, saturation, and value (HSV ); hue, value and chroma
(HCV ); luma, I and Q (YIQ) and luma, blue-difference and red-difference (YCbCr ) models
to detect shadows.
Other strategies used an undirected graph model to detect static shadows such as the
method proposed by Yao et al. [25]. In their work, the authors modeled the image by
an undirected graph and the shadow detection is achieved through maximizing the graph
probability using the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm proposed by McLachlan
[58]. In contrast, Wu and Tang [59] addressed the problem by using the effective likelihood
and prior functions for a Bayesian optimization.
Additionally to the previous methods, Salvador et al. [6] proposed a shadow segmentation algorithm for both still and moving images by using the spectral and geometrical
properties of shadows. In their algorithm, the presence of a shadow is first hypothesized
with an initial and simple evidence based on the fact that shadows darken the surface which
they are cast upon. The validity to detect regions as shadows is further verified by making
use of more complex hypotheses on color invariance and geometric properties of shadows.
In the same context, Figov et al. [60] proposed a very similar method based on the assumption that any gradient in the image must be either a shadow boundary or not. Therefore,
this algorithm works best for shadows cast where most of the shadow gradients fall on the
background.

3.2

Moving Shadow Detection

Since an object is always accompanied by its shadow, each extracted region of the object
and its associated shadow are often assimilated into one region by the background models.
When analyzing the object’s shape, the shadow region represents a drawback for object
segmentation algorithms. To detect and track moving objects in videos, it is necessary to
separate objects from their shadows. For instance, Sonoda et al. [61] analyzed the case
of a walking pedestrian and its cast shadow. In their work, the authors considered that if
the positions of the light source and the camera are given beforehand, the direction of the
shadow could be obtained by a rule of projective geometry. Similarly, Stauder et al. [7]
developed a method to detect shadows cast by moving objects in video conference applications. Their algorithm uses frame differences to detected regions covered and uncovered
by a moving shadows. Then, a shadow is detected by temporal integration of the covered
background regions.
Some authors proposed other computational color models to detect moving objects and
segmenting their shadows. For example Horprasert et al. [62] proposed a method for segmenting moving objects from a static background scene that contains shading and shadows.
The authors first introduced a color model to separate brightness and chromaticity. The
color model represents an expected color of a given pixel and the color value of the same
pixel in the current image. The difference between the expected and the current values of
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a given pixel is separated into the brightness and chromaticity components. If a shadow
is present, only the change in the brightness component appears, while the chromaticity
remains similar. Moreover, Mikic et al. [63] introduced a method that combines different
color spaces for detecting shadows. The authors considered three features at each pixel:
Brightness, normalized red and blue components. Each feature is analyzed by a posteriori
probability estimator that computes probabilities for three classes: Background, foreground
and shadow. Other authors such as Nadimi and Bhanu [64] proposed an algorithm to detect
moving shadows in outdoor environments based on a spatio-temporal albedo normalization
test and a dichromatic reflection model. In addition to the color spaces, some shadow
features such as transparency (a shadow always makes the region it covers darker), and homogeneity (the relationship between pixels under shadows is roughly linear) have been used
to detect moving shadows in outdoor traffic scene as proposed by Bevilacqua [65]. However,
his method considers a linear relation between shadow and non-shadow regions and only
gray-scale images are processed. By contrast, Cucchiara et al. [66] developed a method
for shadow segmentation of moving objects based on an object-level classification where
moving shadows are also detected by using color information. This algorithm transformed
the original input image from red, green and blue (RGB ) color space to HSV.
Joshi et al. [67] proposed a three-stage shadow detection method. In the first step,
moving objects are detected by using a background segmentation technique. The authors
implemented a mixture of Gaussians technique. In the second step edge magnitude error, the edge gradient direction error, the intensity ratio and the color are computed for
each pixel and a decision process separates shadows from foreground. This parameters are
computed by comparing the current frame with a constantly updated background model.
In the last step of this method, misclassied regions are identified and corrected at blob
level. Other moving shadow detection algorithms, such as proposed by Kaewtrakulpong
and Bowden [68], introduced an optimization stage to the method based on the Grimson
et al. [69] to allow the system to learn faster. The authors used the chromatic color space
representation proposed by Horprasert et al. [62]. Then, comparing a non-background pixel
against the current background components, and if the difference in both chromatic and
brightness components of the color model are within some thresholds, the pixel is considered as a shadow. This method assumes that the background can be modeled by mixture
of Gaussians. Patri and Cucchiara [70] made a comparative evaluation of algorithms that
deal with shadows. They classified the methods in four classes: Deterministic model, non
model based, statistical parametric and non-parametric.
Onoguchi [71] proposed a method for suppressing shadows cast by pedestrians in surveillance systems. This method uses the height of the moving objects for detecting their shadows, since most of the them are assumed to be projected on a flat land surface. Similarly,
Hsieh et al. [10] considered a histogram-based method to detect shadows from the moving
objects blobs. In the same context, Siala et al. [72] developed a non-parametric method
to detect moving shadows in road traffic image sequences. The authors considered a model
to describe the shadow distortion in the RGB color space. Then, a support vector domain
description algorithm is applied in the color ratios space in order to discriminate shaded
pixels from foreground according to the method proposed by Tax et al. [73].
Martel-Brisson and Zaccarin [74] presented a pixel-based statistical approach to model
shadows cast by moving objects of nonuniform and varying intensity. The authors used a
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Gaussian mixture model to describe moving cast shadows. Leone et al. [11] used texture
features to build an automatic segmentation procedure based on adaptive background difference to detect shadows. In their method, the shadow detection approach is improved by
evaluating the similarity between little textured patches, since shadow regions present the
same textural characteristics in each frame and in the corresponding adaptive background
model.
Additionally, Zha et al. [75] developed a method using a boosting discriminative model
for moving cast shadow detection. In their work, the authors first considered a color invariance subspace and a texture invariance subspace to obtain the color and the texture
difference between the current image and its corresponding background. After that, a classification process based on these subspaces is used to discriminate shadows cast by moving
objects. Then, the temporal and spatial coherence of shadows and foreground regions is
employed on discriminative random fields for accurate image segmentation through graph
cut, as proposed Kumar et al. [76]. Recently, Amato et al. [77] presented an algorithm
to detect both achromatic and chromatic shadows. Their method exploits local color constancy properties due to reflectance suppression over shadowed regions. The authors used
values of the background image divided by values of the current frame in the RGB color
space to detect shadowed regions.

3.3

Generation of Ground Truth

We revise some works on synthetic ground truth generation and their applications to related
problems. It is worth to mention that there are some similar approaches but in different
contexts. For instance, in the study of illumination normalization for video surveillance,
Matsushita et al. [23] used synthetic images with changes in the position of the light source
to simulate changes in the shadows cast by static objects in outdoor environments. Similarly,
Weiss [22] used a sequence of synthetic images with shadows to derive an intrinsic image
decomposition method. However, these data sets did not consider the ground truth images
for the shadows as well as the sun position for a given time, date, and geographical location.
In other fields, Woodward and Delmas [78] used synthetic ground truth data for comparison of gradient integration methods for human faces. In their work, the ground truth
data was obtained based on a synthetic model. Also, Meister and Kondermann [79] compared the performance of algorithms to compute optical flow in both real and synthetic
images. Even if the realism of the synthetic images is high, the authors did not consider the
effect and the quality of the shadows. However, their paper demonstrates the usefulness of
synthetic ground truth sequences to develop and evaluate algorithms in computer vision.
In computer graphics, authors such as Santuari et al. [80], Nadimi and Bhanu [81],
Gibson et al. [82] and Mei et al. [83], developed methods to increase the realism of synthetic
images, considering the presence of shadows. However, these authors did not consider the
ground truth of shadows because they were focused on obtaining rendered images with
high visual quality. Along these lines, Albin et al. [84] and Kaneva et al. [85] introduced
methods to evaluate the visual quality of synthetic images, but they did not consider the
similarities of the light source position between the real and the rendered scenario for a
particular geographical location, date, and time.
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Summary

In this chapter, different methods to detect shadows and the importance of ground truth information to assess the performance of algorithms in different fields of computer vision have
been reviewed. In section 3.1.1, we revised several methods that attempt to detect shadows
in aerial and satellite images. However, it is important to mention that these methods, only
exploited spatial and color information. We noticed that the main constrains with these
algorithms is that shadows and shaded regions can be detected in a particular color space.
Additionally, other methods required geometrical information of the scene, which in the
case of outdoor environments is not always is available, nor easy to obtain.
In section 3.1.2, we revised several methods that deal with the problem of detecting
shadows in a single image in outdoors, but we pointed out that no one of these algorithms
can make a distinction between the shadows cast by the moving or static objects. The
above fact means, that these methods only detect shadows or shaded regions, but cannot
classify them into shadows cast by moving or static ones.
In section 3.2, we revised algorithms to detect shadows cast by moving objects. We
notice that even if some of them can detect efficiently this type of shadows, they cannot
detect the shadows cast by static objects. Particularly, these methods only process the
foreground information, and unfortunately, the shadows cast by static objects are almost
always classified as background due to their small rate of change, even in dusk or dawn.
To detect the shadows cast by static objects in outdoors, we analyzed intrinsic image
algorithms. These algorithms, describe an image decomposition in terms of characteristics
such as range, orientation, reflectance, and incident illumination. Thus, to evaluate the
performance of these methods using real and synthetic images, we first reviewed, in section
3.3, the generation of ground truth information. Particularly, we mentioned that there is
not available a standardize data set with ground information lasting for long intervals of
time such as days or weeks. In this thesis we focus our attention in this little unexplored
field in computer vision.

Chapter 4

Data Sets
In this chapter, we present the real and the synthetic data sets used to develop the proposed
methodology. The real data set consists of two sequences. The first one was acquired from
the top of a building with the purpose of analyzing the behavior of the shadows cast by static
objects as the time passes by, and another with the objective of measuring the performance
of the method. The synthetic data set consists of three sequences: One with a typical
urban infrastructure scenario that includes static objects such as buildings, towers, trees,
and bushes among others; and two other synthetic sequences with a single object (a tree
and a cylinder).

4.1

Methodology to Render Synthetic Data Sets

In our approach, we project the latitude, altitude, elevation, date, and time of a real scenario to a rendering software. Thus, the behavior of the shadows that are cast due to
the movement of the Earth in that location is similar to the rendered scenario, even if the
rendered scenario is not similar to the real one. The first step in our methodology consists
on obtaining the location information of the scenario under study. Then, we compute the
Sun position and the corresponding projections of the azimuth and elevation angles to the
rendering tool. In parallel to this process, we acquire images of the scenario and we generate the virtual one. In the simulator, it is possible to render the images with a particular
frame rate, during extended intervals of time (days, weeks). In the rendering software, the
sun position is simulated by changing the position of the light source, and two synthetic
sequences are obtained: One with shadows and the other without shadows. These sequences
are used to compute the ground truth images. Specifically, we apply a subtraction operation
between the shadow and shadowless images to obtain the ground truth sequence. Since the
resulting image of the subtraction operation is not a binary mask, we apply a thresholding
operation. It is important to mention that the values of the ground truth image are binary
(10 s and 00 s for shadow and non-shadow pixels, respectively). Figure 4.1 describes the proposed methodology to render synthetic ground truth data sets of shadows cast by static
objects outdoors. Starting from the image stream Ik , four sub-processes run in parallel.
In the left one, the undistorted images Uk are computed based on the extrinsic Ep and
intrinsic Ip camera parameters. Then, a subset of undistorted images Us are selected to
obtain its corresponding ground truth Ug manually. At the same time, calibration images
Ic are acquired and used to compute the camera model. The third sub-process is used to
render the virtual scenario R, place the virtual camera with its corresponding parameters
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(The field of view angle Fv , location Lc , and orientation of the optical axis Cl ), and simulate
the sun position where sequences with Iks and without shadows Ikn are obtained. In the
right subprocess, the geographical position parameters such as: Altitude Al , latitude La
and longitude Lo are obtained. Finally, the evaluated ground truth images of shadows Ig
are obtained.

Figure 4.1: Proposed methodology to render synthetic ground images of shadows cast by
static objects in outdoors.

4.1.1

Computing the Sun Position

In our methodology, a prime step in the process of rendering ground truth images of shadows
cast by static objects in outdoors is to compute the sun position in a given location as time
passes by. We consider that in outdoors scenarios the Sun is by far the main illumination
source. To obtain these values, we assume that the virtual scenario is centered in a specific
geographical location where latitude, longitude, and elevation above sea level, are known.
Then, the Sun position in a real scenario at a given location, time, and date for long
intervals of time (days) is computed using the Matlab implementation of the Reda and
Andreas algorithm [86]. This method computes the sun position with an uncertainty of
±0.0003◦ in the azimuth and elevation angles. However, it is possible to compute the sun
position using other methods [87, 88, 89, 90].
The Sun position over time can be described by the azimuth and altitude angle vectors.
The azimuth (measured from the magnetic North Pole in the horizontal plane) and altitude
(measured from a line on the horizontal plane in the direction of the azimuth toward the
zenith) angle vectors are projected to the rendering software coordinate system x , y , and z
by using an orthogonal decomposition (see Figure 4.2). In Figure 4.2, α is the azimuth and
ax , az their corresponding projections onto the x and z axes (az = sinα and ax = cosα).
β is the altitude, and ay is its projection onto the y axis (ay = sinβ).
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Figure 4.2: Assumed coordinate system and its relationship with the azimuth (α referred
to the magnetic North -N), and altitude (β referred to the horizontal coordinate system),
angles of the Sun position. An arbitrary xyz -reference system is super imposed on an object
in the scenario.

4.1.2

Rendering Ground Truth Images of Shadows

To generate ground truth images of shadows cast by static objects in outdoors, it is important to define the camera position, orientation of the optical axis, and field of view angle
in the rendering software. Additionally, it is mandatory to define the shape, the size, the
texture, the color, and the position of the objects. Additionally, the position of the light
source is fundamental to create the required shadow effect. In our experiments, we used
Pov-Ray [91] as a rendering tool. However, it is possible to employ other software such as
Autodesk Maya [92] with more realistic features to create ground truth images.

In general, we apply the following procedure to render the images in Pov-Ray:
1. Declare the light source. Here, the projected values of the azimuth and elevation
angles are required. Additionally, the intensity of the light source is defined.
2. Declare the background. The floor and the sky are adjusted.
3. Declare the intrinsic parameters of the camera. Here, the field of view angle is computed.
4. Locate the camera, with the field of view angle value estimated in the previous step,
and the corresponding extrinsic values. For simplicity, the optical axis is defined
pointing to the origin of the Pov-Ray coordinate system.
5. Locate the objects according to the source of light and the camera position in the
assumed coordinate system.
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The Sun position information at a given time is used to render two frames: One with
shadows and another without shadows. The rendering software has to have a function to
add or remove the projection of shadows. Figure 4.3 illustrates an example of an image
rendered with and without shadow. Moreover, the ground truth image of the shadow is
presented.

Figure 4.3: Example of a rendered image in Pov-Ray. Left, rendered image with shadow;
Middle, rendered image without shadows; and Right, shadow ground truth.

4.1.3

Synthetic Data Sets

An urban infrastructure environment is usually composed of buildings, trees, light poles,
and other static objects. We considere the above elements to generate a virtual scenario
in the rendering software. To create the first sequence (see first row of Figure 4.4), we
computed and simulated the Sun position for a period of one week. Then, the rendering
process is achieved by changing the light source position in the Pov-Ray coordinate system.
We rendered the images with insignificant changes in the position and shape of the shadows.
To achieve this, an interval of 10 seconds between frames was selected. Thus, each day is
simulated by 2,520 frames. The resolution of the rendered images was 512×384 pixels
(width×height), which were stored in Windows bitmap BMP file format. However, it is
possible to obtain images at higher resolution or at a different frame rate.
The rendering process for the cylinder and the tree sequences (second and third rows
of Figure 4.4) was done considering the interval of time between the real images. For the
cylinder, the interval of time between frames was 60 seconds and for the tree it was 10
minutes.
The procedure to automatically estimate the shadows ground truth image is based on a
property of the rendering software, which has the capability to generate an image with or
without shadows. Thus, we generated two images for each Sun position at a given time; one
with shadows and other without them. Then, the difference between the generated images
is computed offline. The offline process first computes a subtraction between the shadow
and shadowless frames. Then, we apply a thresholding operation over the result to get the
ground truth image of shadows.
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Figure 4.4: Examples of rendered images. First row: Urban outdoor environment; second: Cylinder sequence to evaluate quantitatively the method; third: Sequence to evaluate
qualitatively the strategy.

4.2

Real Data Sets

The rendering process is based on the sequences acquired from the top of a building. To
obtain the first sequence, we grabbed images during eight consecutive days from October
26, to November 2, in 2011; while for the second one, we acquired images from 15:00 to
20:00 hours on June 23, in 2012 (see Figure 4.5). The interval of time between frames in
the first sequence was 10 seconds, while for the second one it was 60 seconds. The images
in the above sequences have a resolution of 1032×776 pixels (width×height).

Figure 4.5: Real Data set. First row images from the top of a building; second row, shadows
cast by a single object.
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Camera Calibration Process

To evaluate the results of the rendered ground truth images of the shadows cast by static
objects outdoors, it is important to consider the camera calibration process. The real images
are affected by the radial distortion introduced by the lens. Thus, to obtain undistorted
images, we computed the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters.
In our experiments, we considered a geometric object (a cylinder) to measure quantitatively the performance of the method. The object and the camera were placed on the
roof of a building. The cylinder was considered to be in the origin of the world reference
system. To avoid self-occlusion of the shadow and to simplify the projection of the extrinsic
parameters of the camera to the rendering software, we aligned the object and camera to
the magnetic North Pole using a compass (see Figure 4.6).
We took into consideration such as camera parameters the location, field of view, and
orientation of the optical axis. The angle of view γ is estimated by considering the size and
resolution of the sensor d and the effective focal length f as:

γ = 2 arctan(d/2f ).

(4.1)

Figure 4.6: Camera and object location according to the magnetic North Pole and the
corresponding assumed Pov-Ray coordinate system projections.
To compute the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, we used the Matlab implementation
of the Zhangs’ method [93] for calibrating a camera developed by Bouguet [94]. The calibration results are presented in Table 4.1. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 illustrates the frames used to
calibrated the camera and an example of a distorted and undistorted image, respectively.
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Table 4.1: Intrinsic and Extrinsic Camera Parameters
Parameter
Intrinsics

Extrinsics

Description
Focal Length
Principal Point
Skew
Distortion
Pixel Error
Translation Vector
Rotation Vector
Pixel Error

Value
[1311.20 1310.25] ± [36.70 36.94]
[483.92 346.86] ± [49.24 46.05]
[0] ± [0] Angle of pixel axes = 90 ± 0 degrees
[-0.28 -0.16 0 0 0] ± [0.05 0.26 0 0 0]
[0.36 0.50]
[55.96 -21.48 1149.06]’
[1.63 1.68 -0.89]’
[0.70 0.51]

Figure 4.7: Camera calibration frames. (a) Sub-set of images to compute the Intrinsic
Parameters; (b) Image to compute the Extrinsic Parameters of the camera.

Figure 4.8: Example of undistorted image computation. Left, original image; right, undistorted image computed with the camera parameters presented in Table 4.1. The yellow line
was added to illustrate the lens distortion before and after that the correction process was
applied.
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Summary

An important aspect to measure the performance of computer vision algorithms is the
ground truth information. In particular, the detection of shadows cast by static objects
during extended periods of times, such as days or weeks, demands a large number of ground
truth images. In this context, we presented a methodology to render ground truth images
of shadows cast by static objects in outdoors with ground truth information. Additionally,
in this chapter, we described the data sets used, including the real and the synthetic ones.
Moreover, we presented the important of the computation of the undistorted images to
project and to represent the real scenario in the rendering tool with high precision. It is
important to mention that even if the ground truth data set used to model the shadows cast
by static objects in outdoors don’t represent exactly the shadows cast by real objects, the
approach may be used to described and more important simulated the real phenomenon of
shadows.

Chapter 5

Shadow Detection based on
Intrinsic Image Algorithms
Barrow and Tenenbaum [21] describe the concept of intrinsic images as an image decomposition in terms of characteristics such as range, orientation, reectance, and incident illumination. In this chapter, we describe how intrinsic images could be used to detect shadows
cast by static objects in outdoors. In our research, we consider the method proposed by
Weiss [22], Matsushita et al. [23], and Finlayson et al. [95, 13], where only the illumination
and the reflectance information is considered.

5.1

Intrinsic Images

The concept of intrinsic images was introduced by Barrow and Tenenbaum [21]. It describes an image decomposition in terms of characteristics such as range, orientation, reflectance, and incident illumination. One of the simplest models is described by the product
I(x, t) = R(x, t)L(x, t), where I(x, t) is an image, x is a pixel position, and t represents the
frame index respect to time. The reflectance image R(x, t) represents the properties of the
object to reflect light in the direction of the pixel x. The illumination L(x, t) describes the
distribution of the incident light and accounts for some of the shading effects and shadows.
Deriving this decomposition is a fundamentally ill-posed problem [96]. Weiss shows that
this problem can be solved if one considers the reflectance to be constant while the illumination varies [22]. Matsushita et al. [23] extended Weiss’ method to handle scenes where the
Lambertian assumption does not hold [97]. They consider that both the illumination and
reflectance may change. In their method, they analyze the magnitude of the gradient in the
reflectance component. If the magnitude in a given position is larger than a given threshold,
the illumination values at that position are removed and added to the reflectance image. As
a result, for each input image two others are obtained, one for the reflectance and another
for the illumination. Although with this method a reflectance component is obtained representing the texture in the scene, some texture appears in the illumination image even for
different values of the threshold. Another strategy to derive intrinsic images was introduced
by Land and McCann [41]. They proposed the Retinex theory, which expresses that the
reflectance component can be separated from the illumination if the later is assumed to vary
slowly. An extension which uses color has been introduced by Finlayson [95, 13]. In a different approach, a learning-based method to separate reflectance and illuminate was proposed
by Tappen et al. [96]. They successfully separated the reflectance and the illumination
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components for a light source in a synthetic data set. In 2009, Grosse et al. [98] introduced an intrinsic image model with three terms: reflectance, illumination, and specularity
C(x, t). All together, this decomposition is expressed as: I(x, t) = R(x, t)L(x, t) + C(x, t).
Nonetheless, in this model, the problem of factoring the information between reflectance
and illumination remains open.

5.2

Weiss Algorithm

Weiss [22] proposed that intrinsic components can be derived by using a sequence of images
without motion acquired from a fixed camera in an outdoor scene under varying illumination conditions. This method uses the statistics of natural images [99] and assumes that
illumination images will give rise to sparse filter outputs. Then, the scene reflectance image is obtained by taking the median of the filtered image sequence in the log domain.
Additionally, the method assumes that the scene is Lambertian and that, in general, the
illumination images have less contrast than reflectance images.
Weiss uses the following equation to derive intrinsic images:
{I(x, t)}Tt=1 = R(x){L(x, t)}Tt=1 .

(5.1)

For convenience, Weiss worked in the log domain. In what follows, we will represent
variables in the log domain using lower-case letters, e.g., i(x, t), to represent the logarithm
of I(x, t). According to Weiss, a reflectance edge image is computed by taking the median
along the time axis of the convolution between the derivative filter and a given image:
r(x) = median[fm ∗ i(x, t)],

(5.2)

where r(x) is the constant edge reflectance image and fm represents the derivative filters
f0 = [0, 1, −1] or f1 = [0, 1, −1]T . Then, the illumination edge images l(x, t) are computed
subtracting the edge maps of the input and the reflectance images:
l(x, t) = i(x, t) − r(x).

5.3

(5.3)

Matsushita Algorithm

Matsushita et al. [23] analyzed the reflectance component based on the strategy proposed by
Weiss. They noticed that in real-world scenes, the Lambertian assumption is not sufficient
to derive intrinsic images. Matsushita et al. analyzed the magnitude of the gradient of the
reflectance edge image r(x) by assuming that texture information should not be present.
Then, if the magnitude of the gradient in a given position of the reflectance image is larger
than a given threshold Th , the texture edge is removed from the illumination image l(x, t)
and added to the time-varying reflectance image denote by

r(x, t) =

r(x) + l(x, t) if |r(x)| > Th ,
and
r(x) otherwise,


l(x, t) =

0 if |r(x)| > Th ,
l(x, t) otherwise.

(5.4)

(5.5)
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After the time-varying reflectance and illumination component edge maps are obtained,
a deconvolution process is applied to get a reconstructed image, as
!
< r̂, ˆl >= g ∗

X

0
fm

< r, l > ,

(5.6)

m
0
where r̂ and ˆl are the reflectance and illumination time-varying reconstructed images, fm
is the inverse filter of fm , and g is the filter which satisfies the equation:

!
g∗

X

0
fm
∗ fm

= δ.

(5.7)

m

5.4

Retinex Algorithms

The Retinex algorithm, proposed in [41], analyzes the logarithm of image gradients. The
original algorithm processes the image in gray scale values. However, based on this idea,
some other methods had been developed such as the one proposed by Finlayson et al. [95].
In the next subsection, the original Retinex algorithm is described.

5.4.1

Gray Retinex Algorithm

The Retinex algorithm, proposed in [41], analyzes logarithm image gradients. This method
considers that small gradients are due to changes in the illumination, while large gradients
represent texture. The threshold value that classifies the edges into reflectance or illumination is defined for the horizontal ix (x, t) and vertical iy (x, t) derivatives. This method can
be applied to gray-scale images or each color band separately. The formal description for
gray-scale images is:

rk (x, t) =

ik (x, t) if |ik (x, t)| > Thg ,
0 otherwise.

(5.8)

where k can be either x or y.

5.4.2

Color Retinex

An extension of the Retinex algorithm to color images has been proposed by Finlayson et
al. [95]. This method analyzes the logarithm of image gradients in color space. Here, two
thresholds are considered, one for the chromaticity TC and another for the brightness TB
subspace, as
 B
 ik (x, t) if |iB
k (x, t)| > TB ,
C (x, t)| > T ,
iC
(x,
t)
if
|i
rk (x, t) =
C
k
 k
0 otherwise.
where k can be either x or y.

(5.9)
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5.5

Shadow Detection

None of the methods described earlier was designed to estimate the position of the shadows. However, the illumination component, l(x, t), encodes information about shadows,
S(x, t). So to compare their usefulness for shadow detection, we devised a method based on
thresholding the illumination histogram. Figure 5.1 illustrates an example of the original
image, where illumination and its corresponding histogram are estimated with the method
proposed by Matsushita et al. Then, each pixel of the illumination image is classified into
shadow (C1) or non-shadow (C2). For this purpose, an experimental threshold (Th ) is
selected and the shadow segmentation process is achieved, as

S(x, t) =

C1 if l(x, t) < Th ,
C2 otherwise.

(5.10)

We used the same procedure to detect shadows in all of the algorithms that were evaluated.

Figure 5.1: Histogram example of an illumination image. Top, input image; middle, illumination component computed with the method proposed by Matsushita et al.; down,
corresponding histogram of the illumination with two Gaussian tendencies. The highest
Gaussian tendency corresponds to non-shadow pixels.
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Discussion

In this chapter, we reviewed several intrinsic image algorithms. As stated previously, these
algorithms can express an image in other components such as reflectance, illumination,
among others. Particularly, we noticed that it is possible to achieve the detection of shadows
cast by static objects in outdoors, using only the illumination information of the scene.
Thus, instead of using the input image with the texture information in RGB color space,
a simple detection algorithm based on the analysis of the intensity in the illumination
component is enough to detect the interested shadows. Obviously, the performance of
the shadow detection based on intrinsic image algorithms depends directly on the quality
of illumination component obtained. Thus, it is important to mention that the intrinsic
derivation process is in itself, another research problem in computer vision that is not
consider in this thesis.
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Chapter 6

Experimental Results
In this chapter, we present the experimental results of the evaluation of the rendering process, where qualitative and quantitative assessments have been done. In particular, to
achieve the qualitative analysis, a synthetic sequence was used with ground truth information during extended intervals of time. The quantitative analysis was done using a sequence
of images of real objects where a geometrical object was included in the scene. To measure
the performance of the rendering method to produce ground truth, precision and recall
parameters were estimated. We also present in this chapter, the evaluation of the intrinsic
image algorithms, described in Chapter 5. In section 6.2, we present the results of the
intrinsic image decomposition. In section 6.2.2, the quantitative evaluation of the intrinsic
image algorithms to detect the shadows cast by static objects in outdoors was done using
the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves. In the next section, we start the
description of the experimental results with the evaluation of the rendering process.

6.1

Evaluation of the Rendering Process

In this section, we present the results of a synthetic data set rendered for seven consecutive
days, from October 26 to November 2, of 2011. Figure 6.1 shows a sequence of images
representing the shadow movement throughout daylight. The left column depicts images
rendered with the Sun position information from October 27 through November 2, of 2011.
It is important to notice that images in the first column have shadows cast, while for the
second one only the self shadows of the static objects are presented. The third and fourth
columns depict the ground truth of shadows and the overlapped images, where the shadows
cast by static objects are highlighted. This synthetic data set simulates the sun’s position
each 10 seconds during seven consecutive days.
Additionally, the qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the proposed methodology
to render ground truth images of shadows is presented. We divided the evaluation process
in two parts: Qualitative and Quantitative. By using our proposal, we rendered three
sequences: One to study the problem of shadow detection, and the others to quantitatively
and qualitatively evaluate the accuracy of the strategy. The first sequence consists of
seven days of simulation, from 10:00 to 17:00 hours. In this sequence, the images are
rendered every 10 seconds. The second and third sequences have few frames to measure
the performance of the method. It is important to mention that the ground truth images
of the shadows in the real frames are obtained manually.
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Figure 6.1: Synthetic ground truth data set of shadows. Each column corresponds to the
same scenario but highlighting a different characteristic. The first and second columns show
the simulated scenario with and without shadows, while the third and fourth one are the
shadows ground truth and the overlapped input images with shadows cast by static objects.
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Moreover, the ground truth of shadow images, in the first sequence, is estimated by
computing the difference between the shadow and non-shadow images obtained with the
rendering software. As mentioned previously, to render the images we used the Pov-Ray
software. However, more realistic scenarios could include other rendering options such as
higher order interreflections, variable reflectance properties for the objects in the field of
view, and light source attenuations due to clouds and fog. Following this strategy, we
generated a synthetic data set. We add several objects to the scenario to define an urban
infrastructure.

6.1.1

Qualitative Analysis

To make a qualitative comparison between shadows cast by a static object outdoors and the
rendered ones, a region of interest (ROI ) was selected from the images of the real sequence
(first row and column of Figure 6.2). Specifically, we analyzed the behavior of the shadow
cast by an isolated tree on a particular date and time against the derived synthetic sequence.

Figure 6.2: Images of real and synthetic objects corresponding to shadow ground truth and
overlap images. The first and second columns show the real and simulated images; third
and fourth columns show the corresponding ground truth of shadows; columns number 5
and 6 illustrate shaded areas highlighted in the real and synthetic corresponding sequence
of images.
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The left column of the Figure 6.2 illustrates the shadow cast by a tree at 12:53, 13:43,
14:15, 14:56, 15:37, and 16:18 hours. The second column is the synthetic tree and the
simulated shadow cast. The third and fourth columns are the ground truth images. The
ground truth corresponding to real images was selected by hand, while in the image sequence
corresponding to synthetic objects, the ground truth was estimated using the shadow and
shadowless rendered images. The overlapping shadow regions are presented in the fifth and
sixth columns. In the synthetic overlap images, it is also possible to see the self-shadow
of the tree. This effect also appears in the images corresponding to the real tree, but
the detection of these small shaded regions by hand is a considerably difficult task. It is
noteworthy that the shape of the ground truth rendered shadow depends on the quality of
the generated object. For instance, in the tree sequence, it is difficult to render with high
accuracy the structure of the branches and leaves that represent the real tree.

Figure 6.3: Images corresponding to real and synthetic sequences of a geometric object. In
the first and second columns, the dark yellow cylinder is the rendered one, while the light
yellow cylinder is the real; The third and fourth columns are the corresponding ground
truth of shadows; the fifth and sixth columns show the images of real and synthetic objects
overlaped with the ground truth of shadows.
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Figure 6.3 illustrates the quality between the images corresponding to the real and
synthetic shadows obtained with our method, when the rendered images of the object and
the real one are quite similar. The left column depicts the rendered image according to the
real one (right column) at the same date, time, and location. We have added a copy of the
real cylinder to the synthetic image with the purpose of projecting some comparison lines
(horizontal and vertical black lines).

6.1.2

Quantitative Analysis

In this section, a quantitative assessment of the method to render ground truth images of
shadows cast by static objects is presented. To systematically evaluate the performance,
we used the precision and recall parameters [100]. The recall is the ratio corresponding to
the number of times the system makes a right call (true positives, TP ), out of the number
of times an event truly exists (true positives, TP, plus false negatives, FN ). The precision
is defined as the ratio between the number of times the system makes a right call (true
positives, TP ), out of the number of times the system makes a call (true positives, TP, plus
false positives, FP ). Eq. (6.1) describes the precision and recall parameters, respectively as

Precision = T P/(T P + F P ), and Recall = T P/(T P + F N ).

(6.1)

To compute the above parameters, we used as valid ground truth the images with the
shadows detected by hand in the sequence corresponding to real objects. We used 30
frames to evaluate quantitatively the method, manually segmenting shadows in the images
corresponding to real objects.

Figure 6.4: Quantitative results. The red-circled line corresponds to the values of recall,
while the blue-asterisked line corresponds to the valued of precision. Both indicators are
computed for each image.
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Figure 6.4 presents the values of precision and recall for 30 images of the sequences
corresponding to real and synthetic objects illustrated in Figure 6.3. The recall values are
over 0.9, while its corresponding mean value is around 0.95. On the other hand, the precision
values range from 0.75 to 0.9, with a mean value of 0.83. This implies that most of the
real shadows are mirrored by the synthetic shadows. The recall and precision parameters
tend to increment when the image index also increased. This effect is caused due to the
increment of the size of the shadow, that also add uncertainty of the synthetic rendered
shadow.
To compare the computational time that is required to obtain ground truth images
automatically and manually, we consider the rendering time with and without shadows and
the subtraction and thresholding operations. Additionally, we measure the time needed to
render the scenario and the time that a user requires to manually select ground truth in
an image of shadows (see Table 6.1). The resolution of the synthetic images was 512×384
pixels (width×height).
Table 6.1: Computational Time to Obtain Ground Truth Images of Shadows Cast by Static
Objects.
Data Set
Images Rendered
Rendering Scenario (hours)
Rendering Shadows (sec.)
Rendering Shadowless images (sec.)
Rendering an Image (sec.)
Computing Automatically Ground Truth - Seq. (hours)
Obtain Manually Ground Truth - Seq. (hours)

Tree
10
4
4
3
7.23
4.02
3.33

Cylinder
40
3
3
2
5.23
3.05
10

Outdoor Scene
17,640.00
8
43
25
68.23
342.32
35,280.00

Results in Table 6.1 show that the time needed to obtain the ground truth of shadows
cast by static objects outdoors using our methodology is significantly reduced with respect
to the manual method. However, if the data set only has a few images, the manual is faster
than the automatic one.

6.2

Evaluation of the Intrinsic Image Algorithms

The purpose of the experiments is twofold. On one hand, we show how the intrinsic image methods are used to detect shadows. On the other hand, we report quantitative and
qualitative results based on the illumination images computed with the intrinsic derivation
methods described in the previous section.

6.2.1

Intrinsic Image Results

To illustrate the results of the methods to derive intrinsic images, we selected three frames
from each data set. In Figure 6.5, reflectance images computed with the evaluated algorithms are illustrated. The first column in this figure includes input images with shadows
cast at different locations due to variations of the Sun position.
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Figure 6.5: Reflectance images. First column, input images with different illumination
conditions; second, third, fourth, and fifth columns are reflectance images computed with
the Weiss [22], Matsushita et al. [23], gray [41] and color Retinex [95] methods respectively.
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Figure 6.5 illustrates in all rows of the second column the reflectance image computed
with the Weiss’ method. Here, a static reflectance image for the respective sequence is
obtained. In the third, fourth and fifth columns, reflectance images computed with the
Matsushita et al.’s, gray and color Retinex methods are presented.
The results show that shadow information is present in all reflectance images. Moreover,
in the second and third columns of Figure 6.5, it may be seen that the reflectance images
derived with the Weiss’s and Matsushita et al.’s methods have more texture than the gray
and color Retinex algorithms. Furthermore, it should be noted that the shadow detection
process is based on the illumination component and not on the reflectance one. Thus, we
selected the thresholds for all the methods to derive the intrinsic images based on the visual
quality of the illumination component.

Figure 6.6: Corresponding illumination images of Figure 6.5. From left to right: Weiss [22],
Matsushita et al. [23], gray [41], and color Retinex Methods [95].
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From Figure 6.6, it is possible to notice that in the frames computed using Weiss’s
method, the texture that represents the white lines is visible inside and outside of the
shadow area, while in the frames obtained with Matshusita et al.’s method, the texture
information is presented inside the shadow region. Additionally, a very smooth texture
pattern that appears outside the shadow region. Moreover, some boundaries of the shadow
region estimated with the Matsushita et al.’s method, become too diffuse as a result of
the value of the threshold selected. This diffuse effect near the boundaries causes problems
in the segmentation of shadows. In the illumination images computed with the gray and
color Retinex algorithms, some purple and green color artifacts appear, because the information about the magnitude of the gradients is similar in the illumination and reflectance
components.

6.2.2

Quantitative Analysis

In this section, a quantitative assessment of the methods to detect shadows cast by static objects, based on the derived illumination image, is presented. To evaluate the performance of
the methods systematically, we used the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis.
For our evaluation, we used 40 synthetic images (Samples of these images are illustrated in
rows fourth, fifth and sixth of Figure 6.9.). The ground truth was computed automatically
by subtracting the images with and without shadows. First, the intrinsic image derivation
methods were used to compute the reflectance and the illumination component of each
frame. Then, a segmentation process based on the histogram analysis was applied. The
curves in Figure 6.7 represent the false positive shadow detection rate on the horizontal axis
and the shadow detection rate on the vertical one.

Figure 6.7: ROC curves for the Weiss [22], Matsushita et al. [23], gray [41], and color
Retinex methods [95]. The vertical lines define the four regions where the algorithms are
compared.
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In addition, different performance results can be obtained for the methods in relation
to the measuring parameter. For example, if we consider the value measured at the point
in the ROC space that is located at the northwest point, the result would show that the
best method to detect shadows based on the derived illumination image is color Retinex.
Nonetheless, if we selected the area under the curve as a measurement parameter [101], the
best method is that of Matsushita et al.

For a better analysis of Figure 6.7, we can consider the plots consisting of four regions.
The first region R1 according to the false positive rate, is between 0 and 0.01; the second
region R2 between 0.01 and 0.1; the third R3 between 0.1 and 0.23, and the fourth one R4
with larger values than the previous one (vertical lines Figure 6.7).

In R1 , all methods express similar behavior and thus it is not fair to rank them. In R2 ,
the method proposed by Matsushita et al. has a performance that is superior to the others.
In R3 , a mixture of information in the performance of the methods appears; while in R4 ,
a significant difference between the algorithms is apparent. In general, Figure 6.7 shows
that there are two main tendencies in the efficiency of the methods, one for gray and color
Retinex and the other for Weiss and Matsushita et al. This is due to the fact that these
two methods are very similar.

Figure 6.8: Quantitative comparison of all the algorithms. The regions R2 , R3 and R4 ,
correspond to the interval of analysis defined by the vertical lines of Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.8 illustrates the ranking of the methods in the four regions of Figure 6.7. We
used the normalized cumulative value of true positive rate (TPR) in each region to rank the
methods. Based on these results, we considered the second region to extract and present the
reflectance and illumination images in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. Moreover, all shadow detection
results in Figure 6.9 were extracted from each respective data set with a 10% value for the
false positive rate as the threshold parameter.

6.2.3

Qualitative Analysis

Figure 6.9 illustrates some shadow regions correctly detected. In the second column, the
ground truth of shadows is illustrated. The ground truth of the shadows has been annotated
manually to serve as a qualitative comparison between the methods to derived intrinsic
images and the detection of shadows.

Figure 6.9: Qualitative results in the synthetic data set. The first and second columns are
examples of input images with shadows, and their corresponding ground truth. The third,
fourth, fifth, and sixth columns are the results of the Weiss [22], Matsushita et al. [23], gray
[41], and color Retinex methods [95], respectively.
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Discussion

In this chapter, several intrinsic image algorithms were evaluated quantitative and quantitatively using real and synthetic sequences. In particular, we noticed that the Weiss [22] and
Matsushita et al. [23] methods show better results than the strategies based on the Retinex
algorithm [41] and [95] to detect shadows cast by static objects in outdoors. The results
of the Retinex algorithms applied to the synthetic sequence with white lines on the road
surface, are less effective than the other methods (Fig. 6.9). The problem with the Retinex
algorithm is that it is too constrained. It assumes that small values of the magnitude of
the gradient are always due to changes in the illumination of the scene, but in general this
assumption is not always true.
In the second synthetic sequence, which consists of several static objects in an urban
scenario, the methods can detect isolated shadows with good visual performance (see the
pine tree and the tower in rows four to six in Figure 6.9). However, other objects such as
the house and the trees that appear in the back part of the scene behind the tower, together
with the sky line, have poor visual quality. These results are due to the remnant texture
information present in the illumination component before the application of the process
of shadow detection. In the real images of Figure 6.9, variations in the intensity value
of large shaded regions cause the algorithms to only be partially successful. As a result,
some regions that describe shadows are not well detected. For instance, the region at the
right side of the image with the white brick wall (see columns seven to nine) is not well
detected by any of the discussed methods. The Weiss and Matsushita’s et al. methods fail
because these regions are shaded all day, so this causes the shadow information to appear
in the reflectance image. Similarly, the gray and color Retinex algorithms fail to detect
large shadow areas, because the magnitude of the gradient in the shadow edges is similar
to those caused by texture or color.
Related to the computation time required to obtain ground truth images of shadows,
we noticed that images corresponding to synthetic objects, significantly reduced the time
with respect to the manual method. However, it is worth noting that if the data set under
study only has a few images, the manual annotation method is faster than the automatic
one.

Conclusion
It is worth to notice that an important element to measure the performance of computer
vision algorithms is the ground truth information. In particular, the detection of shadows
cast by static objects during extended periods of times, such as days or weeks, demands a
large number of ground truth images. In this context, we presented a novel methodology
to render ground truth images of shadows cast by static object outdoors.
In this thesis, we have presented a methodology to automatically generate ground truth
images to study the problem of detecting shadows cast by static objects in outdoors, where
by far the main light source is the Sun. The strategy is sound, as it allows to overcome the
time expenses and inaccuracies associated with the process of getting ground truth images
by hand in complex scenarios. These data sets are important since the evaluation and
comparison of algorithms to detect automatically shadows cast by static objects require
ground truth information. We have made available several data sets of synthetic ground
truth data at http://imagenes.cicataqro.ipn.mx/shadows/. We hope that the ability to
develop, train and evaluate on our synthetic data set will spur further progress on the field
of shadow detection, tracking and object recognition.
Additionally, we presented an evaluation of several intrinsic image based methods to
detect shadows cast by static objects in outdoor locations. Although these algorithms
were not constructed with the purpose of detecting shadows cast by static objects in the
outdoors, we can conclude from the experimental results that the intrinsic image methods
are promising. Quantitatively, the best method to detect shadows after the intrinsic image
components are derived is the algorithm proposed by Matsushita et al., but only if we accept
a false positive rate (FPR) between 1% and 10%. In terms of visual comparison and shadow
detection accuracy, we conclude that, if the shadows are isolated, all of the methods can
detect them.
The experimental results show the potential of synthetic images to study the complex
problem of shadow detection in outdoors. We conclude that qualitatively the method can
simulate the behavior of real shadows with high accuracy. Quantitatively, the recall and
precision parameters of the strategy are around 95%, and 83% respectively. However,
the performance of the methodology may improve if better rendering tools are used to
represent objects in the simulator. Nevertheless, we showed that the proposed methodology
can significantly improve the process to obtain ground truth, saving time and effort for
researchers.
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Further work
As mentioned previously, the future work should be geared to obtain better qualitative and
quantitative results of the method to detect shadows cast by static objects in outdoors.
Several ideas have been discussed such as: Considering a color invariant interpretation for
the scene during daylight in order to obtain a better model of the background, or using
a set of background models each of one working under different intervals of time between
frames. In this approach, if a short interval is considered, static and slow moving shadows
will not be detected. In contrast, fast moving shadow will appear. Contrariwise, if a long
interval of time is considered, only slow moving shadows will be detected. Thus, the idea
is to process in parallel the same background model but under different intervals between
frames. Additionally, we will focus on the exploration of alternatives to obtain intrinsic
images without texture information in the illumination component or shadow information
in the reflectance image. Furthermore, we are planning to use the proposed methodology
to generate automatically synthetic ground truth data sets to study other problems such as
face detection, or object recognition.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel technique to detect the
shadows cast by urban infrastructure, such as buildings, billboards, and
traﬃc signs, using a sequence of images taken from a ﬁxed camera. In
our approach, we compute two diﬀerent background models in parallel:
one for the edges and one for the reﬂected light intensity. An algorithm is
proposed to train the system to distinguish between moving edges in general and edges that belong to static objects, creating an edge background
model. Then, during operation, a background intensity model allow us
to separate between moving and static objects. Those edges included in
the moving objects and those that belong to the edge background model
are subtracted from the current image edges. The remaining edges are
the ones cast by urban infrastructure. Our method is tested on a typical
crossroad scene and the results show that the approach is sound and
promising.
Keywords: background modelling, edge detection, shadow segmentation.

1

Introduction

During the automatic analysis of visual sequences, shadows become a nuisance
that we have to deal with. In most cases, shadows need to be segregated from the
objects being analyzed in order to characterize, recognize and measure their parameters with enough accuracy. The main diﬃculty arises from the fact that
the objects’ appearance is aﬀected by their own shadows. Thus, depending
on the illumination conditions, the camera viewpoint, and the objects translucency, the presence of shadows represent a signiﬁcant challenge for computer
vision based object analysis.
Our research focusses on the analysis of vehicle traﬃc scenes. In this context,
we distinguish two diﬀerent types of shadow: those cast by moving objects,
such as vehicles and people, and those cast by urban infrastructure, such as
buildings, billboards, street lights, etc. Vehicles’ shadows can be detected using
case analysis, as in [13]. Nonetheless, the possible range of interpretations for
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urban infrastructure may be considerably wider. A survey of diﬀerent approaches
can be found in [7]. Much work has been done in the analysis of aerial images
to estimate changes [11], segment [12], or recognize [8] buildings. In these cases,
there is the signiﬁcant diﬃculty that images are captured from diﬀerent positions
and diﬀerent times, thus making it harder to use the simpliﬁcation provided by
the use of a ﬁxed camera.
In this article, we propose a method to distinguish slow moving shadows cast
by urban infrastructure, from fast moving ones, cast for instance by cars or people. In our approach, we compute two diﬀerent background models in parallel:
One for the edges and one for the reﬂected light intensity (see
Fig. 1). The edge background model, which is similar to the one proposed by
Jain et al.[4], is updated in periods that include a whole day of observation. The
light intensity model, which is based on the mixture of Gaussians, proposed by
Stauﬀer and Grimson in [9], gives us the objects that, at a speciﬁc moment,
are considered foreground objects. Our method consists of subtracting the edges
from the foreground objects, computed with the light intensity model, from the
edges that are not part of the Background Edge Model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In §2, we describe how the Background Edge Model is computed. Then, in §3, we present our method to detect
the shadows casted by urban infrastructure. Next, in §4, we show some experimental results. Finally, we summarize our contributions and conclude our article.

Fig. 1. Processing Diagram. Starting from the image stream {Ik }, two processes run in
parallel. In one of them, the edge background model E is used to compute the moving
edges {Mk }. In the second one, the light intensity background model {Bk } and its
derived foreground model {Fk } are obtained. The edges that are part of the urban
infrastructure are obtained subtracting the edges that are in the foreground objects
{Fk } from the moving edges {Mk }.
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Edge Background Model

In our approach, we use ﬁxed cameras. This means that their position, orientation, and optical parameters remain the same for a very extended period of
time. Under these circumstances, it makes much sense to take advantage of the
long-term acquired data, since the camera is exactly in the same operating condition. But, at this point, we face a problem. During the day, there may be large
variations in light intensity. There has been a considerable research eﬀort aimed
to cope with these variations (see for instance [2,3,9,10]). Although the main
goal of the mixture of distributions is to cope with these variations, we have
managed to use the edges as our visual primitives, similarly to Jain et al. [4].
Let Ik (x) be the k-th image in a sequence. The spatio-temporal variations
along space identify points at which image brightness has discontinuities. Canny
[1] introduced the concept of non-maximum suppression for edge images, points
where the gradient of the magnitude assumes a local maximum in the gradient
direction. For any single observation, the gradient in one speciﬁc point has an
orientation θ(x). However, because of the intensity variations for a given pixel
across the sequence, the angular orientation θk (x) of the gradient along the
image sequence is a random variable with a Cauchy distribution (see Papoulis
et al.[6]) of the form


γ
1
f (θ; θ0 , γ) =
,
(1)
π (θ − θ0 )2 + γ 2
where θ0 is the location parameter, specifying the location of the peak of the
distribution, and γ speciﬁes the half-width at half-maximum [5]. Nonetheless,
for simplicity, we have used a Gaussian model to ﬁt the set of observations, as
1

g(θ; μ, σ) = ae− 2 (

θ−μ
σ

)2 ,

(2)

where μ and σ are the distribution mean and standard deviation, respectively.
We ﬁt the logarithm of the data with a quadratic curve f (x) = p2x + p2 x + p3 ,
which coeﬃcients are related to the Gaussian by

 μ 2
−1
σ=
, μ = p2 σ 2 , a = p3 +
.
(3)
2p1
σ
During operation, when a new orientation of the gradient for a given pixel becomes available, it is compared with the edge background model just described.
Whenever it is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between what is being computed and the
model, the edge pixel is described as a moving one, otherwise, it belongs to the
background.

3

Detecting the Shadows of Urban Infrastructure

Our objective is to distinguish the shadows cast by urban infrastructure, such
as buildings, billboards, traﬃc signals and other alike. We assume that the Sun
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Fig. 2. Normalized accumulated histogram for the occurrence of edge pixels. This graph
shows the normalized number of edge pixels that appear along the sequence. In this
particular sequence, most of the pixels appear only for a few frames. We keep as background edge pixels those that show up for a considerable number of frames relatively
to all the rest.

is the only source of illumination. Urban infrastructure has the distinctive feature that the shadows they cast not only move slower than most moving objects
but with a consistent and systematic pattern provided by the Earth’s motion.
Without taking into account this information, shadows cast by urban infrastructure can easily be confused with the background. Our method is divided in
two stages that run in parallel. One has the objective of computing the moving
edges, while the second one has the objective of computing the moving objects.
To compute the shadows cast by urban infrastructure, we subtract the edges of
moving objects and the shadows in the edge background model from the edges
of the current image.
During operation (see Fig. 1), an incoming intensity image Ik (x) is processed
using an edge detector ﬁlter. The orientation θ̂k (x) of each edge pixel is compared
against the edge background model E(x), previously computed using Eq. (1).
Whenever there is a statistical diﬀerence in the observed orientation between
the edge pixels in the current frame and the model, the edge pixel is considered
part of a moving object Mk (x).
In parallel runs a regular process, based on a mixture of Gaussians model[9],
to compute the intensity background model Bk (x). The incoming image Ik (x)
is subtracted from the background model to obtain the foreground or moving
objects Fk (x). Then, the edge image from Ik (x) contained in Fk (x) is subtracted
from Mk (x) to obtain the edges that are part of the shadows cast by the urban
infrastructure.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the constant edges map for our test image sequence. This is the
result of analyzing the occurrence of edge pixels all along the image sequence. The ones
illustrated here appeared in a number of frames above a certain predeﬁned threshold.
Fig. 4 shows the two images of the scene where this result has been obtained from.

4

Experimental Results

To test our method, we considered a sequence of images recorded at a typical
crossroad scenario (see Fig. 4). In the interval between 8:00am to 4:00pm, we
recorded about 41,000 frames at a rate of about 1.5 frames per second. The
images were taken from the top of a 28m tower. Each image has a resolution
of 480 × 640 pixels (width x height). Besides very mild vibrations, the camera’s
optical and positional parameters remained ﬁxed.
The ﬁrst task was to construct the edge background model. Starting from the
edge image, computed using the Canny’s edge detector[1] on the incoming image
stream {Ik (x)}, we estimate the image gradient ∇Ik (x) of every edge pixel. After
the whole sequence has been processed, a histogram of frequency is computed
(see Fig. 2). Let h(n) be an ordered set containing the number of frames that a
given edge pixel in x shows up in the test sequence. The edge pixels that are part
of the edge background model E(x) are the ones that show up many times. For
our method, we ruled out as background edges, all the edge pixels that appeared
a number of times below a predeﬁned threshold τ . In our case, we have chosen
τ = 90%. This results in the edge background model depicted in Fig. 3. This
illustration shows the edge pixels that remain for an extended period of time. It
includes crosswalks, sidewalks, buildings, traﬃc signs, and other elements of the
urban infrastructure. This procedure has the additional advantage that, for every
edge pixel, it results an estimation of the Gaussian distribution of its orientation.
From the image sequence, we computed the intensity background model Bk (x)
using a mixture of Gaussians model [9]. After a suitable model of the intensity
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Fig. 4. Experimental results. (a) Edges of the moving objects computed with the mixture of Gaussians algorithm, (b) moving edges map, (c) Overlay of the detected urban
infrastructure shadows on the gray-scale image. The shadows casted by fast moving
objects are ﬁltered out.

background has been computed, the foreground objects are detected using background subtraction, a technique where incoming frames are subtracted from the
background model to detect moving objects. In parallel, the edge map for the
current intensity image I(x) is computed. This edge map is ﬁltered using the
moving objects just detected. The resulting edge pixels are subtracted from the
moving edges previously detected. Fig. 4 shows the urban infrastructure shadows
superimposed to its corresponding intensity map.
In the Table 1, we present some interesting measures about the performance
of the system, specially related to Fig. 4. Note how, despite apparent low true
positive and high false negative rates, TRP and FPR respectively, the algorithm
gives good visual results. In particular, it has been observed that high frequency
detail is easily missed during smoothing, previous to edge detection, taking out
a large amounts of urban infrastructure edge shadows.
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Table 1. Values of sensitivity and speciﬁcity. It has been noted that the low true
positive and high false negative rates, TRP and FPR respectively, are due to the
smoothing stage of the edge detection stage, which removes a considerable amount of
detail related to the edges of interest.

Image True Positive
Rate
(TPR)

False Positive
Rate
(FPR)

False Negative
Rate
(FNR)

True Negative
Rate
(TNR)

00170

0.1136

0.0193

0.8864

0.9807

05080

0.1778

0.0147

0.8222

0.9853

20070

0.153

0.0144

0.847

0.9856

25100

0.1294

0.0122

0.8706

0.9878

30160

0.0957

0.0125

0.9043

0.9875

35070

0.0997

0.0138

0.9003

0.9862

40080

0.1231

0.0104

0.8769

0.9896

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a strategy to detect the shadows cast by urban infrastructure such as buildings, traﬃc signs, towers, light poles, and large
billboards. The strategy is sound, as it allows to segregate these shadows from
others, cast by moving objects, such as vehicles and people. This result is important since shadows are pervasive and they tend to degrade the performance of
computer vision systems. On the other hand, they could be a valuable source of
information regarding the structure of the environment, including the position
of the light sources.
Future work will focus upon the use of diﬀerent projections obtained at extended periods of observation to gain understanding about the 3-D properties
of the structures casting the shadows.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a precise synthetic ground truth
dataset to study the problem of detection of the shadows
cast by static objects in outdoor environments during extended periods of time (days). For our dataset, we have
created a virtual scenario using a rendering software. To
increase the realism of the simulated environment, we have
defined the scenario in a precise geographical location. In
our dataset the sun is by far the main illumination source.
The sun position during the simulation time takes into consideration factors related to the geographical location, such
as the latitude, longitude, elevation above sea level, and precise image capturing day and time. In our simulation the
camera remains fixed. The dataset consists of seven days of
simulation, from 10:00am to 5:00pm. Images are captured
every 10 seconds. The shadows’ ground truth is automatically computed by the rendering software.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of shadow detection has been studied extensively by researchers to improve the performance of computer vision algorithms, including segmentation [11, 12],
recognition [14] and tracking [2, 3]. The problem has been
shown to be difficult as the nature of the shadows is influenced by factors such as their dimensions, shape, orientation,
location, date, time and translucent features of the object.
In our research, we are particularly interested in studying
the shadows cast by static objects in outdoor environments,
such as buildings, lamp posts, traffic signs, among others.
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Assuming that during daytime the main light source is the
sun, the shadows cast by static objects is different to the one
cast by moving objects [4, 8] by the fact that most of the
time, except before dusk or after dawn, the shadows move
very slowly almost imperceptibly. Thus, depending on the
scenario, the presence of shadows may represent a challenge
and a problem to overcome by computer vision methods.
Our research focus on the automatic detection of shadows
cast by static objects in outdoors as the scene is viewed for
extended periods of time (days, weeks), from a fixed camera. In this context, a very important task to either compare
or develop an efficient algorithm corresponds to measuring
its performance. However, to evaluate the efficiency of a
method, ground truth data is required. Even in trivial scenarios, building a ground truth dataset by hand is a daunting
task that demands a lot of effort. Some of the aspects that
make it difficult include the large number of frames needed,
the dynamics of the scenario, the translucent properties of
some objects, that in some cases project shadows without
well-defined boundaries, and large shaded regions.
In the literature, there are several datasets that include
the ground truth images to study shadows cast by moving
objects such as cars or pedestrians, like the ones used by
[7, 1, 13]. Nonetheless, none of these sequences have shadows cast by static objects in outdoors during long intervals
of time. Actually, the aforemention datasets include events
lasting for a few seconds. Another dataset to study the problem of illumination normalization for video surveillance was
proposed by Matsushita et al. [5]. The authors consider
synthetic images with changes in the position of the shadows cast by static objects in outdoors. In their dataset the
shadows’ ground truth images are not provided.
In this article, we propose a ground truth dataset of synthetic images to study the detection of shadows cast by static
objects in outdoor environments during extended periods of
time (days). The synthetic images have the potential to
overcome the previous described difficulties for the detection of the ground truth by hand, as this process is done
automatically by a computer. In our approach, we have
created a virtual scenario using a rendering software. To
increase the realism of the simulated environment, we have
defined the scenario in a precise geographical location. In
our dataset the sun is by far the main illumination source.
The sun position during the simulation time takes into consideration factors related to the geographical location, such
as the latitude, longitude, elevation above sea level, and precise image capturing day and time. In our simulation the
camera remains fixed. The dataset consists of seven days of

simulation, from 10:00am to 5:00pm. Images are captured
every 10 seconds. The shadows’ ground truth is automatically computed by the rendering software. More realistic
scenarios could include higher order interreflections, variable
reflectance properties for the objects in the field of view, and
light source attenuations due to clouds and fog. To render
the images we used the POV-Ray software [6]. The synthetic
shadow ground truth image is obtained computing the difference between two rendered images: One with shadows
and the other one shadowless.
The rest of the paper develops as follow. In section 2, we
described how the sun position is computed. Next, in section 4, we describe how the image ground truth dataset is
obtained automatically. Finally, we summarize our contributions and conclude our article.

2.

COMPUTING THE SUN POSITION

In our outdoors scenarios, we assume that the sun is by far
the main illumination source. Therefore, to simulate the effect of shadows cast by static objects in a rendering software,
we need to compute the sun position as the time passes by.
To obtain these values, we assume that the virtual scenario
is centered in a specific geographic location where latitude,
longitude, and elevation above sea level, are provided. Then,
the sun position in a real scenario at a given location, time
and date for long intervals of time (days) is computed using
the Matlab implementation [10] of the Reda and Andreas [9].
This method computes the sun position with an uncertainty
of ±0.0003◦ in the azimuth and elevation angles.

Figure 1: POV-Ray coordinate system and its relationship with the azimuth (α referred to the geographical North -N), and altitude (β referred to the
horizontal coordinate system), angles of the sun position. An arbitrary XYZ-reference system is super
imposed on an object in the scenario.
underline the fact that using the procedure we describe it
is possible to simulate accurately the sun position of any
geographical location, date and time for long periods (days,
weeks, and months).

Table 1: Geographical location of the scenario. Latitude, longitude, and elevation have an uncertainty
of ± 4m.
Latitude
Longitude
Elevation
20.57391N 100.37055O 1857 m
The sun position over time can be described by the azimuth and altitude angle vectors. The azimuth (measured
from the north geographic pole in the horizontal plane) and
altitude (measured from a line on the horizontal plane in the
direction of the azimuth toward the zenith) angles vectors
are projected to the rendering software coordinate system X,
Y and Z by using an orthogonal decomposition (see Figure
1). In Figure 1 α is the azimuth and Ax , Az their corresponding projections to X and Z axes. β is the altitude, and
Ay is its projection to the Y axis.
To obtain the geographical location, we used an off-theshelf GPS (see Figure 2(a)). Its altitude, latitude and elevation are presented in Table 1. Figure 3 illustrates an
example of the projected azimuth and altitude angles values
corresponding to the sun position on October 26th 2011 from
11:32 to 16:38 hours. Another parameter to consider for the
rendering process is the distance between the light source
and the object in POV-Ray. The light source in the POVRay system requires a scalar value to simulate the distance
between the light source and a given object. This distance
defines the effect of parallel rays from the light source. To
achieve parallel cast shadows from the simulation, the parameter should be large. We used 8.000, 7.200 and -6.500
as scalar values to the X, Y and Z axes respectively. After
the synthetic images with shadows are rendered, the process
to obtain the ground truth is applied. It may be worth to

(a) Topview of the scenario under study (Image from Google
Earth)

(b) Region of interest from an image acquired on October 26th
2011.
Figure 2: Illustrative example of the sun position
algorithm

Figure 3: Projections of the azimuth and altitude angles to the X, Y and Z POV-Ray Axis, according to the
sun position computed on October 26th 2011.

3.

DATASET DESCRIPTION

An urban infrastructure environment is usually composed
by buildings, streets, cars, trees and light poles. We considered the above elements to design and generate the virtual
scenario in the rendering software. To create the dataset,
we computed the sun position for one week. Then, the rendering process was achieved by changing the light source
position into the POV-Ray coordinate system. We generated the images with insignificant changes in the position
and shape of the shadows. To achieve the above, an interval
of 10 seconds between frames was selected. Thus, each day
is simulated by 2520 frames. We rendered seven consecutive
days, deriving the total amount of 17640 images, including
their corresponding ground truth. Each image has a resolution of 512×384 pixels (width×height), and were storage in
BMP file format. However, it is possible to obtain images at
higher rate. Figure 6 shows in the first and second rows examples of rendered images. In the third and fourth row the
ground truth, while in the fifth and sixth the corresponding
highlighted images.

4.

BUILDING THE DATA SET

The procedure to automatically estimate the shadow ground
truth image is based on a property of the rendering software,
which has the capability to generate an image with or without shadows. Thus, we generated two images for each sun
position at a given time; one with shadows and other without
them. Then, the difference between the generated images is
computed and the shadow ground truth is obtained. Figure
4 shows an example.
To make a qualitative comparison between the synthetic
ground truth image and a real shadow cast by a static object
in outdoors, a region of interest was selected from a frame
of our real scenario of study. We analyzed the behavior of
a real shadow in the location and time, against the derived

Figure 4: Example images. a) Image with shadow,
b) shadowless, and c) shadows ground truth.

synthetic shadow. Figure 2(b) illustrates an image acquired
on October 26th 2011 and a region of interest. We selected
this region to illustrate the orientation of the shadow.
Figure 5 illustrates on the left column the shadow cast by
a tree at 11:32, 12:12, 12:53, 13:43, 14:15, 14:56, 15:37 and
16:18 hours. The second column is the synthetic tree and
the simulated shadow cast. The third and fourth columns
are the ground truth images. The real ground truth was
detected by hand, while the synthetic using the shadow and
shadowless rendered images. The overlap shadow regions
are presented in the fifth and sixth columns. In the same
figure, it is possible to make a qualitative evaluation of the
proposed method to obtain synthetic shadow ground truth
images against the real shadow cast by the tree. In the
synthetic overlap images it is also possible to see the selfshadow of the tree. This effect also appears in the real tree,
but the detection of these small shaded regions by hand is a
considerably difficult task.
Following the strategy presented, we generated a synthetic
dataset for seven consecutive days, from October 27th to
November 2nd, 2011. We add several objects to the scenario
to define an urban infrastructure environment with building
structures, a street and a big electricity tower. Figure 6
shows a sequence of images representing the shadow move-

Figure 5: Real and synthetic inputs and their corresponding shadow ground truth and overlap images. a)
Real image, b) simulated counterpart, c) shadow cast by the real tree, d) shadows in the simulated image, e)
the shaded area is highlighted in the real image, f ) the shades are highlighted in the simulated image.
ment throughout the all day. The first and second rows are
images rendered with the sun position information of October 27th and November 2nd of 2011 respectively. This
synthetic dataset simulates the sun position each 10 seconds
during seven consecutive days.

5.

ically shadows cast by static objects require ground truth
data. We have made available several dataset of synthetic
ground truth data at http://imagenes.cicataqro.ipn.mx/
shadows/. We hope that the ability to develop, train and
evaluate on our synthetic dataset will spur further progress
on this field.

CONCLUSION

In this article, we have presented a ground truth images
to study the problem of detecting shadows cast by static
objects in outdoors environments where by far the main
light source is the sun. The strategy is sound, as it allows
to overcome the time expenses and inaccuracies associated
with the process of getting ground truth images by hand
in complex scenarios. This dataset is important since the
evaluation and comparison of algorithms to detect automat-
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Abstract: In some automatic scene analysis applications, the presence of shadows becomes
a nuisance that is necessary to deal with. As a consequence, a preliminary stage in many
computer vision algorithms is to attenuate their effect. In this paper, we focus our attention on
the detection of shadows cast by static objects outdoors, as the scene is viewed for extended
periods of time (days, weeks) from a fixed camera and considering daylight intervals where
the main source of light is the sun. In this context, we report two contributions. First, we
introduce the use of synthetic images for which ground truth can be generated automatically,
avoiding the tedious effort of manual annotation. Secondly, we report a novel application
of the intrinsic image concept to the automatic detection of shadows cast by static objects
in outdoors. We make both a quantitative and a qualitative evaluation of several algorithms
based on this image representation. For the quantitative evaluation, we used the synthetic
data set, while for the qualitative evaluation we used both data sets. Our experimental results
show that the evaluated methods can partially solve the problem of shadow detection.
Keywords: video sequences; shadow detection; intrinsic images; illumination component
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1. Introduction
A shadow is the result of an opaque object obstructing light which otherwise would directly illuminate
a surface. Shadows are present in almost every computer vision application, where they may give
rise to undesired effects in methods including segmentation [1,2], recognition [3], and tracking [4–6].
The main problem is that their existence may alter our interpretation of the scene, making our models
drift—sometimes up to the point of failure. Consequently, it is desirable to detect them and to attenuate
as much as possible their negative effects [7,8]. However, in some situations their presence is attractive
as they may help to obtain 3D information for scene reconstruction [9,10], for instance.
The general problem of shadow detection can be classified depending on whether the objects casting
the shadow are static [11,12] or moving [13,14]. However, a very important factor when considering
this categorization is the scale of time. For instance, in outdoors the shadows cast by objects such as
buildings, lamp posts, and trees during daylight can be interpreted as static if we consider in our analysis
a temporal window of a few seconds. In this case, no significant changes will be perceived in the scene
and existing techniques for moving cast shadow detection [15] cannot be applied. On the other hand,
if we consider a temporal window of a few hours, the same shadow could be interpreted as a moving
object. Although the problem of detecting moving shadows has been extensively studied [13,16], the
problem of detecting static shadows outdoors, over long periods of time, such as days, has received little
attention [17].
Our paper presents two main contributions. First, we introduce the use of synthetic images for which
ground truth can be generated automatically, avoiding the tedious effort of manual annotation. In the
process, we generated a custom database based on two image data sets (these data sets are publicly
available for download at http://imagenes.cicataqro.ipn.mx/shadows/), one real and one synthetic. The
real data set was acquired outdoors during several days using a fixed camera, which was overlooking
a quiet area without moving objects. The synthetic data set was created using a rendering software.
Secondly, we perform a quantitative and a qualitative evaluation of several algorithms for shadow
detection based on the intrinsic image (the concept of intrinsic images was introduced by Barrow and
Tenenbaum [18] as a way to describe an image in terms of characteristics such as range, orientation,
reflectance, color, texture, and incident light) representation [19–22], all of which uses the reflectance
component. The quantitative evaluation was done for the synthetic data set, while the qualitative one
was done with both data sets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a survey of the existing research
literature about shadow detection algorithms. Then in Section 3, we describe the synthetic and real data
sets used in our evaluation. In Section 4, we recall the definition of intrinsic images and then present the
algorithms used in our evaluation study. In Section 5, we present quantitative and qualitative results to
compare the methods. Finally, Section 6 contains our conclusion and our ideas for future work.
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2. Related Work
In this section, we summarize work in shadow detection. For a clear presentation, we distinguish
between static and moving shadows.
2.1. Static Shadow Detection
Static shadows give us clues about the scene represented in an image or a video sequence, including
the shape, the objects, and the relative position of the light sources [23]. Additionally, these shadows
seem to modify the perceived shape and color of the objects [24]. Some methods have exploited the color
properties of objects as they are affected by shadows. For instance, Nagao et al. [11] and Scanlan [25]
used histogram analysis to detect shadows. On the other hand, Jiang and Ward [26] reported a method for
identifying and classifying shadows in real images based on the constraints that shadows possess in both
intensity and geometry. Suzuki et al. [27] proposed a compensation method to remove shadows in aerial
images transforming the red, green, and blue (RGB) values of the original image into hue, saturation
and intensity (HSI) values. Some other researchers have exploited the relationship between the different
homogeneous color regions in an image. This allows them to obtain first the edges of a shadow and
then extract the shadow area. In addition, several color spaces have been explored in order to detect
shadows, e.g., normalized red, green, and blue (rgb), hue (H) and saturation (S), c1c2c3 and l1l2l3 [28].
Finlayson et al. [29] proposed a method to process a 3-band color image to remove the shadows based
on edge information. Moreover, Gevers and Stokman [30] also used color information to classify edges
based on whether the transition between regions is due to shadows, abrupt surface orientation changes,
illumination, or material changes. Levine and Bhattacharyya [31] developed a strategy that does not
require camera calibration or other a priori information regarding the scene.
2.2. Moving Shadow Detection
Unlike static shadows, the moving ones are associated with dynamic objects. In many situations,
moving objects and their shadows are detected as one single region. The above effect may require a
stage to separate the object from its cast shadows, like the one described in the method proposed by
Sonoda and Ogata [32], which is based on projective geometry. In addition, other authors proposed
different strategies to detect moving shadows based on the use of diverse color models. For example,
Horprasert et al. [33] used a brightness and chromaticity color model. Moreover, Mikic et al. [34]
used a method that combines different color spaces. The authors considered three features at each pixel:
brightness, normalized red and normalized blue. In this method, each feature is analyzed by a posterior
probability estimator that computes probabilities for three classes: background, foreground and shadows.
Nadimi and Bhanu [35] proposed an algorithm to detect moving shadows in outdoor environments based
on a spatio-temporal albedo test and a dichromatic reflection model. In addition to the color spaces, some
shadow features such as transparency (a shadow always darkens the region upon which it falls) and
homogeneity (the relationship between pixels under shadows is roughly linear) have been used to detect
moving shadows in outdoor traffic scenes [36]. However, this method considers a linear relationship
between shadow and non-shadow regions and only gray-scale images are processed. On the contrary,
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Cucchiara et al. [37] developed a method for segmenting moving objects without their shadows by using
color information. This algorithm transformed the original input image from RGB color space to hue,
saturation, and value (HSV). Recently, Sanin et al. [15] presented a survey of several techniques for
moving cast shadow detection. It is important to understand that the strategies these authors compared
cannot be applied to the problem that we describe, because these techniques first detect changes in the
scene (moving objects) and then classify the detected pixels as foreground (object) or shadow. Under
the above assumption, the shadows cast by static objects will be part of the background; or, if a large
enough interval of time is selected to perceive changes in the shape and position of the shadows cast
by static objects, the moving shadow detection strategies will detect only the parts of the shadow that
change, which is typically the region around the boundaries.
3. Data Sets
For algorithm comparison, we used two data sets, one synthetic and one real (see Figure 1). The
synthetic data set consists of two sequences and has been used for quantitative evaluation; meanwhile
for the qualitative evaluation, we used real and synthetic sequences. To build the data sets, we considered
only daytime, when the sun is by far the main source of light. It is important to mention that in scenarios
lighted with other sources, such as fluorescent or street lights, the shadows cast by static objects will be
always static and perhaps only changes in intensity will be perceived. In the next subsections we present
details regarding the generation of these data sets.
Figure 1. Data sets used for the evaluation of algorithms. The first and second rows
are synthetic and the third row is a real scenario. The images illustrate changes in the
illumination due to the relative movement of the sun.
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3.1. Synthetic Data Set
A serious limitation in the systematic evaluation of algorithms to detect shadows cast by static objects
during extended periods of time is the lack of a standard data set with annotated ground truth. Based
on this fact, we used two synthetic sequences that simulate the changes in the sun’s position over a long
period of time (days) for a particular geographical position. The advantage of using synthetic images is
that the ground truth is automatically generated.
The synthetic sequences were rendered using the POV-Ray software [38]. We designed the first
synthetic sequence in accordance to the one introduced by Masushita et al. in [20], to analyze the
problem of the computation of intrinsic images. This data set has 20 frames with a resolution of
512 × 384 pixels (width × height). It represents white lines on a road surface (see first, second and
third columns in Figure 2). The shadow effect was created using a rectangular object out of the field
of view of the camera, changing the light source positions on the horizontal axis. The second synthetic
sequence simulates the sun position over 12 consecutive days. We generated 40 frames per day with a
resolution of 512 × 384 pixels (width × height). We designed this data set considering objects that exist
in a typical outdoor location. We included in our scenario static objects such as buildings, a road, trees,
and bushes, among others (see fourth, fifth and sixth columns in Figure 2).
Figure 2. Reflectance images. Top, input images with different illumination conditions;
second, third, fourth, and fifth rows are reflectance images computed with the Weiss [19],
Matsushita et al. [20], gray [39] and color Retinex [40] methods respectively.

In the synthetic sequences, the shadow effect was created using the following procedures. First, we
computed the sun position in a given geographical location. We used an off-the-shelf Geographical
Positioning System (GPS) to obtain the latitude, longitude, and elevation of a camera installed in the
real outdoors scenario. Then, using the algorithm presented by Reda and Andreas [41] the sun position
(elevation and azimuth angles at a given location) as a function of the local time and position of the
observer was computed from dawn to dusk during twelve consecutive days. After that, the values of the
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elevation and azimuth angles were transformed to Cartesian coordinates for the rendering software to
simulate the changes in the sun position.
3.2. Real Data Set
In addition to the synthetic sequences, we recorded a real data set. For this purpose, we positioned a
fixed camera on the roof of a building and took images from dawn to dusk during seven consecutive days
(see seventh, eighth, and ninth columns in Figure 2). The camera was fixed to capture a motionless area,
to facilitate the analysis of shadows cast by static objects during this long time interval. Each image has
a resolution of 1,032 × 776 pixels (width × height). We selected the location, based on the challenge
that it represents for the detection of shadows cast by static objects. In the scenario, there are regions
that are shaded during all daylight and others with huge shadows. Additionally, some shadows have
significant changes in the intensity, up to the point that it is difficult to define the boundaries. This data
set also has isolated shadows cast by trees and shadows mixed that are cast by several objects. Another
important feature of the data set is that only small fast traveling clouds appear in the sequence, resulting
in the presence of shadows during all daylight.
4. Evaluating Algorithms
Our evaluation considers the algorithms to derive intrinsic images introduced by Weiss [19],
Matsushita et al. [20], Land and McCann [39], and Blake [21]. Because all of the algorithms are
based on the concept of intrinsic images, we review it first. Then, we describe in some detail each of the
algorithms evaluated. Lastly, because the algorithms were primarily created to compute intrinsic images,
we illustrate how they could in principle be used to detect shadows.
4.1. Intrinsic Images
The concept of intrinsic images was introduced by Barrow and Tenenbaum [18]. It describes an
image decomposition in terms of characteristics such as range, orientation, reflectance, and incident
illumination. One of the simplest models is described by the product I(x, t) = R(x, t)L(x, t), where
I(x, t) is an image, x is a pixel index, and t represents the frame index respect to time. The reflectance
image R(x, t) represents the properties of the object to reflect light in the direction of the pixel x.
The illumination L(x, t) describes the distribution of the incident light and accounts for some of the
shading effects and shadows. Deriving this decomposition is a fundamentally ill-posed problem [42].
Weiss shows that this problem can be solved if one considers the reflectance to be constant while the
illumination varies [19]. Matsushita et al. [20] extended Weiss’ method to handle scenes where the
Lambertian assumption does not hold. They consider that both the illumination and reflectance may
change. In their method, they analyze the magnitude of the gradient in the reflectance component.
If the magnitude in a given position is larger than a given threshold, the illumination values at that
position are removed and added to the reflectance image. As a result, for each input image two others
are obtained, one for the reflectance and another for the illumination. Although with this method a
reflectance component is obtained representing the texture in the scene, some texture appears in the
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illumination image even for different values of the threshold. Another strategy to derive intrinsic images
was introduced by Land and McCann [39]. They proposed the Retinex theory, which expresses that the
reflectance component can be separated from the illumination if the later is assumed to vary slowly.
An extension which uses color have been introduced by Finlayson [8,40]. In a different approach,
a learning-based method to separate reflectance and illuminate was proposed by Tappen et al. [42].
They successfully separated the reflectance and the illumination components for a light source in a
synthetic data set. In 2009, Grosse et al. [22] introduced an intrinsic image model with three terms:
reflectance, illumination, and specularity C(x, t). All together, this decomposition is expressed as:
I(x, t) = R(x, t)L(x, t) + C(x, t). Nonetheless, in this model, the problem of factoring the information
between reflectance and illumination remains.
4.2. Weiss’ Algorithm
Weiss [19] proposed that intrinsic components can be derived by using a sequence of images without
motion acquired with a fixed camera in an outdoor scene under varying illumination conditions. This
method uses the statistics of natural images [43] and assumes that illumination images will give rise to
sparse filter outputs. Then, the scene reflectance image is obtained by taking the median of the filtered
image sequence in the log domain. Additionally, the method assumes that the scene is Lambertian and
the fact that illumination images have less contrast than reflectance images.
Weiss uses the following equation to derive intrinsic images:
{I(x, t)}Tt=1 = R(x){L(x, t)}Tt=1

(1)

For convenience, Weiss worked in the log domain. In what follows, we will represent variables in
the log domain using lower-case letters, e.g., i(x, t) to represent the logarithm of I(x, t). According to
Weiss’ method, a reflectance edge image is computed by taking the median along the time axis of the
convolution between the derivative filter and a given image:
r(x) = median[fm ∗ i(x, t)]

(2)

where r(x) is the constant edge reflectance image and fm represents the derivative filters f0 = [0, 1, −1]
or f1 = [0, 1, −1]T . Then, the illumination edge images l(x, t) are computed subtracting the edge maps
of the input and the reflectance images:
l(x, t) = i(x, t) − r(x)

(3)

4.3. Matsushita et al.’s Algorithm
Matsushita et al. [20] analyzed the reflectance component based on the strategy proposed by Weiss
and the derived time variable of reflectance and illumination images. They noticed that in real-world
scenes, the Lambertian assumption is not sufficient to derive intrinsic images. Matsushita et al. analyzed
the magnitude of the gradient of the reflectance edge image r(x) by assuming that texture information
should not be present. Then, if the magnitude of the gradient in a given position of the reflectance image
is larger than a given threshold T , the texture edge is removed from the illumination image l(x, t) and
added to the time-varying reflectance image denote by
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r(x, t) = 

r(x) + l(x, t) if |r(x)| > T
and
r(x) otherwise

l(x, t) =




0 if |r(x)| > T
 l(x, t) otherwise

(4)

(5)

After the time-varying reflectance and illumination component edge maps are obtained, a
deconvolution process is applied to get a reconstructed image, as
!

< r̂, ˆl >= g ∗

X

0
fm

< r, l >

(6)

m
0
where r̂ and ˆl are the reflectance and illumination time-varying reconstructed images, fm
is the inverse
filter of fm , and g is the filter which satisfies the equation:

!
X

g∗

0
fm

∗ fm = δ

(7)

m

4.4. Gray Retinex Algorithm
The Retinex algorithm, proposed in [39], analyzes logarithm image gradients. This method considers
that small gradients are due to changes in the illumination, while large gradients represent texture. The
threshold value that classifies the edges into reflectance or illumination is defined for the horizontal
ix (x, t) and vertical iy (x, t) derivatives. This method can be applied to gray-scale images or each color
band separately. The formal description for gray-scale images is:
rk (x, t) =





ik (x, t) if |ik (x, t)| > T
0 otherwise

(8)

where k can be either x or y.
4.5. Color Retinex
An extension of the Retinex algorithm to color images has been proposed by Finlayson et al. [40].
This method analyzes logarithm image gradients in color space. Here, two thresholds are considered,
one for the chromaticity TC and another for the brightness TB subspace, as

B
B


 ik (x, t) if |ik (x, t)|

rk (x, t) = 



where k can be either x or y.

iC
k (x, t)

|iC
k (x, t)|

if
0 otherwise

> TB
> TC

(9)
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4.6. Shadow Detection
None of the methods described earlier was designed to estimate the position of the shadows. However,
the illumination component, l(x, t), encodes information about shadows, S(x, t). So to compare their
usefulness for shadow detection, we devised a method based on thresholding the illumination histogram.
Figure 3 illustrates an example of the original image, where illumination and its corresponding histogram
are estimated with the method proposed by Matsushita et al. Then, each pixel of the illumination image
is classified into shadow (C1) or non-shadow (C2). For this purpose, an experimental threshold (T ) is
selected and the shadow segmentation process is achieved, as
S(x, t) =




C1 if l(x, t) < T
 C2 otherwise

(10)

We used the same procedure to detect shadows in all of the algorithms that were evaluated.
Figure 3. Example of an illumination histogram. (a) Input image; (b) illumination
component computed with the method proposed by Matsushita et al.; (c) Corresponding
histogram of the illumination with two Gaussian tendencies. The highest Gaussian tendency
corresponds to non-shadow pixels.

5. Experimental Results
The purpose of the experiments is twofold. On one hand, we show how the intrinsic image methods
are used to detect shadows. On the other hand, we report quantitative and qualitative results based on the
illumination images computed with the intrinsic derivation methods described in the previous section.
5.1. Intrinsic Image Results
To illustrate the results of the methods to derive intrinsic images, we selected three frames from each
data set. In Figure 2, reflectance images computed with the evaluated algorithms are illustrated. The first
row in this figure includes input images with shadows cast at different locations due to variations of the
sun position. All of the columns of the second row show the reflectance image computed with the Weiss’
method. Here, a static reflectance image for the respective sequence is obtained. In the third, fourth and
fifth rows, reflectance images computed with the Matsushita et al.’s, gray and color Retinex methods
are presented. The results show that shadow information is present in all reflectance images. Moreover,
in the second and third rows of Figure 2, it may be seen that the reflectance images derived with the
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Weiss’ and Matsushita et al.’s methods have more texture than the gray and color Retinex algorithms.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the shadow detection process is based on the illumination component
and not on the reflectance one. Thus, we selected the thresholds for all the methods to derive the intrinsic
images based on the visual quality of the illumination component.
Results in Figure 4 show that all illumination images contain texture information. In the frames
computed using Weiss’s method, the texture that represents the white lines is visible inside and outside
of the shadow area, while in the frames obtained with Matshusita et al.’s method, the texture information
is presented inside the shadow region. Also, a very smooth texture pattern appears outside the shadow
region. Moreover, some boundaries of the shadow region estimated with the Matsushita et al.’s method
become too diffuse as a result of the value of the threshold selected. This diffuse effect near the
boundaries causes problems in the segmentation of shadows. In the illumination images computed with
the gray and color Retinex algorithms, some purple and green color artifacts appear, because there is
mixed information about gradients due to illumination and reflectance and one single threshold is not
sufficient to separate both components.
Figure 4. Corresponding illumination images of Figure 2. From top to bottom: Weiss [19],
Matsushita et al. [20], gray [39], and color Retinex Methods [40].

5.2. Quantitative Analysis
In this section, a quantitative assessment of the methods to detect shadows cast by urban infrastructure,
based on the derived illumination image, is presented. To evaluate the performance of the methods
systematically, we used the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis. For our evaluation, we
used forty synthetic images (samples of these images are illustrated in fourth, fifth and sixth rows in
Figure 5). The ground truth was computed automatically by subtracting the shadows from the shadowless
image. First, the intrinsic image derivation methods were used to compute the reflectance and the
illumination component of each frame. Then, a segmentation process based on the histogram analysis
was applied. The curves in Figure 6 represent the false positive shadow detection rate on the horizontal
axis and the shadow detection rate on the vertical one.
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Figure 5. Qualitative results in the synthetic data set. The first and second rows are input
and ground truth of shadows. The third, fourth, fifth, and sixth rows are the results of the
Weiss [19], Matsushita et al. [20], gray [39], and color Retinex methods [40], respectively.

Figure 6. ROC Curves for the Weiss [19], Matsushita et al. [20], gray [39], and color Retinex
methods [40]. The vertical lines define the four regions where the algorithms are compared.
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In addition, different performance results can be obtained for the methods in relation to the measuring
parameter. For example, if we consider the value measured at the point in the ROC space that is located
at the northwest point, the result would show that the best method to detect shadows based on the
derived illumination image is color Retinex. Nonetheless, if we selected the area under the curve as
a measurement parameter [44], the best method is that of Matsushita et al.
For a better analysis of Figure 6, we can consider the plots consisting of four regions. The first region
R1 , according to the false positive rate, is between 0 and 0.01; the second region R2 between 0.01 and
0.1; the third R3 between 0.1 and 0.23, and the fourth one R4 with larger values than the previous one
(vertical lines Figure 6).
In R1 , all methods express similar behavior and thus it is not fair to rank them. In R2 , the method
proposed by Matsushita et al. has a performance that is superior to the others. In R3 , a mixture of
information in the performance of the methods appears, while in R4 a significant difference between the
algorithms is apparent. In general, Figure 6 shows that there are two main tendencies in the efficiency of
the methods, one for gray and color Retinex and the other for Weiss and Matsushita et al. This is due to
the fact that these two methods are very similar.
Figure 7 illustrates the ranking of the methods in the four regions of Figure 6. We used the normalized
cumulative value of true positive rate (TPR) in each region to rank the methods. Based on these
results, we considered the second region to extract and present the reflectance and illumination images in
Figures 2 and 4. Moreover, all shadow detection results in Figure 5 were extracted from each respective
data set with a 10% value for the false positive rate as the threshold parameter.
Figure 7. Quantitative comparison of all the algorithms. The regions R2 , R3 and R4 ,
correspond to the interval of analysis defined by the vertical lines of Figure 6.
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5.3. Qualitative Analysis
Figure 5 illustrates some shadow regions correctly detected. In the second row, the ground truth
of shadows is illustrated. The ground truth of the shadows has been annotated manually to serve as a
qualitative comparison between the methods to derive intrinsic images and the detection of shadows.
The Weiss [19] and Matsushita et al. [20] methods show better results than the strategies based on the
Retinex algorithm [39,40]. The results of the Retinex algorithms applied to the synthetic sequence with
white lines on the road surface are less effective than the other methods. The problem with the Retinex
algorithm is that it is too constrained. It assumes that small values of the magnitude of the gradient are
always due to changes in the illumination of the scene, but in general this idea is not always true.
In the second synthetic sequence, which consists of several static objects in an urban scenario, the
methods can detect isolated shadows with good visual performance (see the pine tree and the tower in
columns 4–6 in Figure 5). However, other objects such as the house and the trees that appear in the back
part of the scene behind the tower, together with the sky line, have poor visual quality. These results are
due to the remnant texture information present in the illumination component before the application of
the shadow detection process. In the real images of Figure 5, variations in the intensity value of large
shaded regions cause the algorithms to only be partially successful. As a result, some regions that have
shadows are not well detected. For instance, the region at the right side of the image with the white brick
wall (see columns 7–9) is not well detected by any of the discussed methods. The Weiss and Matsushita
et al. methods fail because these regions are shaded all day, so this causes the shadow information to
appear in the reflectance image. Similarly, the gray and color Retinex algorithms fail to detect large
shadow areas, because the magnitude of the gradient in the shadow edges is similar to those caused by
texture or color.
6. Conclusions
A primary goal of many computer vision algorithms is to attenuate the effects caused by shadows.
Due to several factors, the problem of shadow detection is a complex and open research field. In this
paper, we presented an evaluation of several intrinsic image base methods to detect shadows cast by
static objects in outdoor locations.
Although these algorithms were not constructed with the purpose of detecting shadows cast by static
objects in the outdoors, we can conclude from the experimental results that the efficiency of intrinsic
image methods is relatively poor. Quantitatively, the best method to detect shadows after the intrinsic
image components are derived is the algorithm proposed by Matsushita et al., but only if we accept
a false positive rate (FPR) between 1% and 10%. Finally, in terms of visual comparison and shadow
detection accuracy, we conclude that, if the shadows are isolated, all of the methods can detect them.
Future work will focus on the exploration of alternatives to obtain intrinsic images without the
texture information remaining in the illumination component or the shadow information remaining in
the reflectance image.
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1 Introduction
The problem of shadow detection has been studied extensively in attempts to
improve the performance of computer vision algorithms, including, but not limited
to segmentation [19, 21], recognition [25], and tracking [4, 7]. It has proven to be a
difficult and challenging task, because a shadows’ appearance is greatly influenced by
a series of factors such as shape, orientation, the physical properties of the objects,
and the structure of the light source. In our work, we are particularly interested in
studying the shadows cast by static objects in outdoor environments, during daytime,
when the main source of light is the sun. In this context, the shadows cast by static
objects are different from those cast by moving objects [9, 16] because they change
very subtly, almost imperceptibly from one time instance to the next. As a result, we
need to extend our observation over long periods of time and possibly to increase the
time between two consecutive observations to perceive a noticeable difference in a
shadow’s position. In order to assess the accuracy of a shadow detection algorithm,
we need ground truth information. The collection of such information is a very
tedious task because it’s a process that requires manual annotation. In some cases,
this process is a prohibitive operation due to the huge amount of data that may
represent a video-sequence.
To overcome this severe limitation, we propose a methodology to automatically
render ground truth using a virtual environment. Using specialized software, we generated a synthetic scene whose characteristics are similar to the real ones. To increase
the degree of realism and usefulness of the simulated environment, we incorporate
in the scenario the precise longitude, latitude and elevation of the actual location
of the object, as well as the sun position for a given time and day. Our approach is
based on the following assumptions: The sun is the main light source in the scene,
the camera’s position is fixed, and the camera’s extrinsic and intrinsic parameters
are known.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the related work is
presented. Then, Section 3 describes our methodology. After that, Section 4 presents
the real and synthetic datasets. The experimental results are reported in Section 5.
Finally, we summarize our contributions, and conclude our article suggesting future
directions for research.

2 Related work
In this section, we revise some works on synthetic ground truth generation and
their applications to related problems. It is worth to mention that there are some
similar approaches but in different contexts. For instance, in the study of illumination
normalization for video surveillance, Matsushita et al. [10] used synthetic images with
changes in the position of the light source to simulate changes in the shadows cast
by static objects in outdoor environments. Similarly, Weiss [23] used a sequence of
synthetic images with shadows to derive an intrinsic image decomposition method.
However, these data sets didn’t consider the ground truth images for the shadows as
well as the sun position for a given time, date, and geographical location.
In other fields, Woodward and Delmas [24] used synthetic ground truth data
for comparison of gradient integration methods for human faces. In this work, the
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ground truth data was obtained based on a synthetic model. Also, Meister and
Kondermann [12] compared the performance of algorithms to compute optical flow
in both real and synthetic images. Even if the realism of the synthetic images is high,
the authors didn’t consider the effect and the quality of the shadows. However, their
paper demonstrates the usefulness of synthetic ground truth sequences to develop
and evaluate algorithms in computer vision.
In computer graphics, authors such as Santuari et al. [20], Nadimi and Bhanu [15],
Gibson et al. [5] and Mei et al. [11], developed methods to increase the realism
of synthetic images, considering the presence of shadows. However, these authors
didn’t consider the ground truth of shadows because they were focused on obtaining
rendered images with high visual quality. Alon these lines, Albin et al. [1] and Kaneva
et al. [8] introduced methods to evaluate the visual quality of synthetic images, but
they didn’t consider the similarities of the light source position between the real and
the rendered scenario for a particular geographical location, date, and time.

3 Proposed methodology
In our approach, we are interested in studying the shadows behavior for particular
geographical locations. Therefore, we project latitude, altitude, elevation, date, and
time of a real scenario to a rendering software. The first step in our methodology
consists of obtaining the location information of the scenario under study. Then, we
compute the sun’s position and the corresponding projections of the azimuth and
elevation angles to the rendering tool. In parallel, we acquire images of the scenario
and generate the virtual one. In the simulator, it is possible to render the images
with a particular frame rate during extended intervals of time. In the rendering
software, the sun’s position is simulated by changing the position of the light source.
As a result, sequences with and without shadows are obtained. These sequences
are used to compute the ground truth images by a simple subtraction operations
between the shadow and shadowless images. The resulting image is binarized by
applying a threshold where 1’s and 0’s correspond to shadow and shadowless pixels,
respectively.
To evaluate our method, we consider a qualitative and a quantitative comparison.
In the quantitative one, we analyze the shadow cast by a real object (a cylinder)
and its corresponding rendered model in a particular geographical location. For
simplicity, we align the geometric object and the camera with the magnetic North
Pole as a reference model for the rendering software. Additionally, we compute the
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera to obtain the undistorted images of
the real cylinder. This avoids simulating the radial distortion effect during the rendering process. To evaluate qualitatively the methodology, we use some ground truth
images obtained both manually and automatically. Figure 1 describes the proposed
methodology.
3.1 Computing the sun’s position
In our methodology, the first step in the process of rendering ground truth images of
shadows cast by static objects in outdoors is to compute the sun’s position in a given
location as time passes by. In our scenarios the sun is by far the main illumination
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Fig. 1 Proposed methodology to render synthetic ground images of shadows cast by static objects in
outdoors. Starting from the image stream Ik , four sub-processes run in parallel. In the left one, the
undistorted images U k are computed based on the extrinsic E p and intrinsic I p camera parameters.
Then, a subset of undistorted images U s are selected to obtain its corresponding ground truth U g
manually. At the same time, calibration images Ic are acquired and used to compute the camera
model. The third sub-process is used to render the virtual scenario R, place the virtual camera with its
corresponding parameters (the field of view angle Fv , location Lc , and orientation of the optical axis
Cl ), and simulate the sun position where sequences with Iks and without shadows Ikn are obtained.
In the right subprocess, the geographical position parameters such as: Altitude Al , latitude La and
longitude Lo are obtained. Finally, the evaluated ground truth images of shadows Ig are obtained

source. Furthermore, we assume that the virtual scenario is centered in a specific
geographical location where latitude, longitude, and elevation are above sea level.
Then, the sun’s position in a real scenario at a given location, time, and date for long
intervals of time (days) is computed using the Matlab implementation [18] of the
Reda and Andreas algorithm [17]. This method computes the sun’s position with an
uncertainty of ±0.0003◦ in the azimuth and elevation angles. However, it is possible
to compute the sun position using other methods as well [2, 6, 14, 22].
The sun’s position over time can be described by the azimuth and altitude angle
vectors. The azimuth (measured from the magnetic North Pole in the horizontal
plane) and altitude (measured from a line on the horizontal plane in the direction of
the azimuth toward the zenith) angle vectors are projected to the rendering software
coordinate system x, y, and z by using an orthogonal decomposition. In Fig. 2, α is

Fig. 2 Coordinate system and
its relationship with the
azimuth (α referred to the
magnetic North Pole -N), and
altitude (β referred to the
horizontal coordinate system),
angles of the sun position. The
xyz-reference system is super
imposed on an object in the
scenario
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the azimuth and ax , az its corresponding projections to the x and z axes (az = sin α
and ax = cos α). β is the altitude, and a y is its projection onto the y axis (a y = sin β).
3.2 Camera calibration process
To evaluate the results of the rendered ground truth images, it is important to
consider the camera calibration process. The real images are affected by the radial
distortion introduced by the lens. Thus, to obtain undistorted images, we computed
the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters as described in [3].
In our experiments, we considered a cylinder to measure quantitatively the quality
of the rendered shadows. The object and the camera were placed on the roof of a
building. The origin of the world reference system, where the cylinder is placed, is
arbitrarily defined as one corner of a calibration chessboard-like pattern. To avoid
self-occlusion of the shadow and to simplify the projection of the extrinsic parameters
of the camera to the rendering software, we aligned the object and camera to the
magnetic North Pole using a compass (see Fig. 3).
We took into consideration camera parameters such as the location, field of view,
and orientation of the optical axis. The angle of view γ is estimated by considering
the size and resolution of the sensor d and the effective focal length f as
γ = 2 arctan(d/2 f ).

(1)

To compute the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, we used the Matlab implementation of the Zhangs’ method [26] for camera calibration developed by Bouguet [3].
3.3 Rendering ground truth images of shadows
Initially, the camera’s position, the orientation of the optical axis, and the field of
view angle in the rendering software are defined. Afterwards, to generate ground
truth images of shadows cast by static objects in outdoors, it is mandatory to also
define the shape, size, texture, color, and position of the objects. Additionally, the
position of the light source is fundamental to create the required shadow effect. For
convenience, we used Pov-Ray as a rendering tool.

Fig. 3 Camera and object
location according to the
magnetic North Pole and the
corresponding coordinate
system projections
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Fig. 4 Example of a rendered image. Left, rendered image with shadow; Middle, rendered image
without shadows; and Right, shadow ground truth

In general, we apply the following procedure to render the images:
1. Define the light source. Here, the projected values of the azimuth and elevation
angles are required. Additionally, the intensity of the light source is defined.
2. Define the background. The floor and the sky are adjusted.
3. Define the intrinsic parameters of the camera. Here, the field of view is
computed.
4. Position the camera, with the field of view estimated in the previous step, and the
corresponding extrinsic values. For simplicity, the optical axis is defined pointing
to the origin of the coordinate system.
5. Place the objects.
The information related to the sun’s position at a given time is used to render two
sequences of frames: One with shadows and another without shadows. The rendering
software has to have a function for adding or removing the projection of shadows.
Figure 4 illustrates an example of an image rendered with and without shadows.
Moreover, the ground truth image of the shadow is presented. It is worth to mention
that the quality of the rendered images is maximized when the shadows cast by both
the real and the simulated objects look alike.

4 Data sets
In this section, we present the real and synthetic data sets used to develop the
proposed methodology. The real data set consists of two sequences. The first one
was acquired from the top of a building with the purpose of analyzing the behavior
of the shadows, and the other with the objective of measuring the performance of
the method. The synthetic data set consists of three sequences. One with a typical
urban scenario that includes static objects such as buildings, towers, trees, and bushes
among others; and two other synthetic sequences with a single object (a tree and
a cylinder). The sequences with the tree and the cylinder are used to evaluate the
method.
4.1 Real data sets
The rendering process is based on the sequences acquired from the top of a building.
To obtain the first sequence, we grabbed images during eight consecutive days from
October 26 to November 2, 2011 (first row of Fig. 5); while for the second one, we
acquired images from 15:00 to 20:00 hours on June 23, of 2012 (second row of Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5 Real data set. First row images from the top of the building; second row, shadows cast by a
single object

The interval of time between frames in the first sequence was 10 s, while for the
second one it was 60 s. The images in these sequences have a resolution of 1032×776
pixels (width×height).
4.2 Synthetic data sets
An urban infrastructure environment is usually composed of buildings, trees, light
poles, and other static objects. We considered the above elements to generate a
virtual scenario in the rendering software. To create the first sequence (see first
row of Fig. 6), we computed and simulated the sun position for one week. Then, the
rendering process was achieved by changing the light source position. We rendered
the images with insignificant changes in the position and shape of the shadows.
To achieve this, an interval of 10 s between frames was selected. Thus, for each
simulated day we obtain 2, 520 frames. The resolution of the rendered images was
512×384 pixels (width×height), which was stored in Windows bitmap BMP file
format. However, it is possible to obtain images at higher resolution or at a different
frame rate. The rendering process for the cylinder and the tree sequences was done

Fig. 6 Examples of rendered images. First row: urban outdoors environment; second row: cylinder
sequence to evaluate quantitatively the method; third row: sequence to evaluate qualitatively the
strategy
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using the same interval of time between as in the real images. For the cylinder, the
interval of time between frames was 60 s and for the tree it was 10 min.
We compute the projections of the azimuth and elevation angles, based on a
sphere of radius equal to one, because we have to add constant values to represent
in the simulator the distance between the light source and the object. This distance
defines the effect of parallel rays from the light source.
The latitude, longitude, and elevation of the selected geographical location to
perform our experiments are: 20.57◦ N, 100.37◦ W degrees and 1857[m] above sea
level, respectively. These values correspond to a region in the roof of a building
where the sequence illustrated in Fig. 5 (second row) were acquired.
The procedure to automatically estimate the shadows ground truth image is based
on a property of the rendering software, which has the capability to generate an image with or without shadows. Thus, we generated two images for each sun’s position
at a given time; one with shadows and another one without. Then, the difference
between the generated images is computed offline. This process first computes a
subtraction between the shadow and shadowless frames. Afterwards, we apply a
threshold over the result to get the ground truth image of shadows.

5 Experimental results
In this section, we present the results of a synthetic data set rendered for seven
consecutive days, from October 26 to November 2, of 2011. Figure 7 shows a
sequence of images representing the shadow movement throughout daylight. The
left column depicts images rendered with the sun position information from October
27 through November 2, of 2011. It is important to notice that images in the first
column have shadows cast, while for the second one only the self shadows of the
static objects are presented. The third and fourth columns depict the ground truth
of shadows and the overlapped images, where the shadows cast by static objects are
highlighted. This synthetic data set simulates the sun’s position each 10 s during seven
consecutive days.
Additionally, the qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the proposed methodology to render ground truth images of shadows is presented. We divided the
evaluation process in two parts: Qualitative and Quantitative. By using our proposal,
we rendered three sequences: One to study the problem of shadow detection, and
the others to quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate the accuracy of the strategy.
The first sequence consists of seven days of simulation, from 10:00 to 17:00 hours. In
this sequence, the images are rendered every 10 s. The second and third sequences
have few frames to measure the performance of the method. It is important to
mention that the ground truth images of the shadows in the real frames are obtained
manually. The ground truth of shadow images, in the first sequence, is estimated by
computing the difference between the shadow and non-shadow images obtained with
the rendering software.
As mentioned previously, to render the images we used the POV-Ray software.
However, more realistic scenarios could include other rendering tools such as higher
order interreflections, variable reflectance properties for the objects in the field of
view, and light source attenuations due to clouds and fog. Following this strategy, we
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Fig. 7 Synthetic ground truth data set of shadows. Each column corresponds to the same scenario
but highlighting a different characteristic. The first and second columns show the simulated scenario
with and without shadows, while the third and fourth one are the shadows ground truth and the
overlapped input images with shadows cast by static objects

generated a synthetic data set. We add several objects to the scenario to define an
urban infrastructure.
5.1 Qualitative analysis
To make a qualitative comparison between shadows cast by a static object outdoors
and the rendered ones, a region of interest (ROI) was selected from the images of the
real sequence (first row and column of Figs. 5 and 8). Specifically, we analyzed the
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Fig. 8 Real and synthetic inputs and their corresponding shadow ground truth and overlap images.
First and second columns show the real and simulated images; third and fourth columns show the
corresponding ground truth of shadows; fifth and sixth columns illustrate shaded areas highlighted
in the real and the synthetic images

behavior of the shadow cast by an isolated tree on a particular date and time against
the derived synthetic sequence.
The left column of the Fig. 8 illustrates the shadow cast by a tree at 12:53, 13:43,
14:15, 14:56, 15:37, and 16:18 hours. The second column is the synthetic tree and the
simulated shadow cast. The third and fourth columns are the ground truth images.
The real ground truth was detected by hand, while the synthetic image was detected
by using the shadow and shadowless rendered images. The overlapping shadow
regions are presented in the fifth and sixth columns. In the synthetic overlap images
it is also possible to see the self-shadow of the tree. This effect also appears in the
real tree, but the detection of these small shaded regions by hand is a considerably
difficult task. It is noteworthy that the shape of the ground truth rendered shadow
depends on the quality of the generated object. In the tree sequence, it is difficult to
render with high accuracy the structure of the branches and leaves.
Figure 9 illustrates the quality between the real and synthetic shadows obtained
with our method, when the rendered object and the real one are quite similar. The
left column depicts the rendered image according to the real one (right column) at
the same date, time, and location. We have added a copy of the real cylinder to the
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Fig. 9 Real and synthetic images of a geometric object. In the first and second columns, the dark
yellow cylinder is the rendered one, while the light yellow cylinder is the real; the third and fourth
columns are the corresponding ground truth of shadows; the fifth and sixth columns show the real
and synthetic images overlap with the ground truth of shadows

synthetic image with the purpose of projecting some comparison lines (horizontal
and vertical black lines).
5.2 Quantitative analysis
In this section, a quantitative assessment of the method to render ground truth
images of shadows cast by static objects is presented. To systematically evaluate the
performance, we used the precision and recall parameters [13]. The recall is the ratio
corresponding to the number of times the system makes a right call (true positives,
TP), out of the number of times an event truly exists (true positives, TP, plus true
negatives, TN). The precision is defined as the ratio between the number of times the
system makes a right call (true positives, TP), out of the number of times the system

Fig. 10 Quantitative results.
The red-circled line
corresponds to the values of
recall, while the blue-asterisked
line corresponds to the valued
of precision. Both indicators
are computed for each image
of the cylinder sequence
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Table 1 Computational time to obtain ground truth images of shadows cast by static objects
Data set

Tree

Cylinder

Outdoor scene

Images rendered
Rendering scenario (h)
Rendering shadows (s)
Rendering shadowless images (s)
Rendering an image (s)
Computing automatically ground truth—seq. (h)
Obtain manually ground truth—seq. (h)

10
4
4
3
7.23
4.02
3.33

40
3
3
2
5.23
3.05
10

17,640.00
8
43
25
68.23
342.32
35,280.00

makes a call (true positives, TP, plus false positives, FP). Equation 2 describes the
precision and recall parameters, respectively as
Precision = T P/(T P + F P),

and Recall = T P/(T P + F N).

(2)

To compute the above parameters, we used as valid ground truth the images with
the shadows detected by hand in the real sequence. We used 30 frames to evaluate
quantitatively the method, manually segmenting shadows in the real images for the
cylinder data set (see Fig. 9).
Figure 10 presents the values of precision and recall for 30 images of the real
and synthetic sequences illustrated in Fig. 9. The recall values are over 0.9, while its
corresponding mean value is around 0.95. On the other hand, the precision values
range from 0.75 to 0.9, with a mean value of 0.83. This implies that most of the real
shadows are mirrored by the synthetic shadows. It is worth to notice that these results
correspond only to the sequence of the cylinder.
To compare the computational time that is required to obtain ground truth
images automatically and manually, we consider the rendering time with and without
shadows and the subtraction and thresholding operations. Additionally, we measure
the time needed to render the scenario and the time that a user requires to manually
select ground truth in an image of shadows (see Table 1). The resolution of the
synthetic images was 512×384 pixels (width×height).
Results in Table 1 show that the estimated time needed to obtain the ground truth
of shadows cast by static objects outdoors using our methodology is significantly
reduced with respect to the manual method. However, if the data set only has a few
images, the manual is faster than the automatic one.

6 Conclusion
An important element to measure the performance of computer vision algorithms is
the ground truth information. In particular, the detection of shadows cast by static
objects during extended periods of times, such as days or weeks, demands a large
number of ground truth images. In this context, we presented a methodology to
render ground truth images of shadows cast by static object outdoors.
The results show the potential of synthetic images to study the complex problem
of shadow detection in outdoors. We conclude that qualitatively the method can
simulate the behavior of real shadows with high accuracy. Quantitatively, the recall
and precision parameters of the strategy are around 95 %, and 83 % respectively.
However, the performance of the methodology may improve if better rendering
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tools are used to represent objects in the simulator. Nevertheless, we showed that
the proposed methodology can significantly improve the process to obtain ground
truth, saving time and effort for researchers.
Future work will focus upon the use of the real and synthetic data sets to develop
an approach for automatic detection of the shadows cast by static objects in urban
environments.
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